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AS TOLD TO KATE DONNELLON
Contributing· Writer

The author. of the following
article is a 2001 Xavier graduate who prefers to remain anony-.
mous for personal reasons. As a
firefighter and an emergency
medical technician, the author
voluntereed his servic.es to help
the victims of the Sept. .I 1 attacks ·
in New York City.
One September evening, I
hugged my parents in_ a hasty
goodbye and left home uncertain
of what lay ahead. I. am 22, and r
had finished my bachelor.'s degree at Xavier University only
three weeks -before.
As a firefighter and an emer~
gency medical technician, I .answered a call to duty in response
to the most tragic event in our
nation's history. I was en route to
New York, to aid in the recovery
effort. Backing out of my driveway, an array of emotfons flowed
through me. I was excited to go
and help, but I also knew what I

A photo of the. aftermath of the
who volunteered his services in
was about to do, and what I was
going to see would change my life
forever. I knew the young man
backing out of my diiveway was
not the same person who would

you passed me in the hallways every day on your way to classes. I
sat in the same classes as you. Together, we cheered the basketball
team in the Cintas Center, we
drank beer at Dana's and we complained about midterms and papers.
I arrived in Manhattan, and as
I approached the site of the attack, I tried to mentally prepare
myself for what I was about to
see. I wasn't sure abo1:1t what to
. expect, but I knew it would be
unlike anything I had ever even
imagined. I remember my first
look at ground-zero like it was
yesterday. I remember how it felt.
People have asked me, "What
was it like?" But I have no answer
for them. I can't describe it. I
PHOTO COURTESY OF AUTHOR
don't even know where to begin.
Sept. 11 attacks -in New York. City, taken by a Xavier graduate
I have seen it with my own eyes,
the rescue efforts.
and it is stiII difficult for me to
be returning. I knew a part of me through your classes and partici- . imagine. How can I describe it to ·
would never return from Lower pat~d in. your dis.cussions. You someone who was not there when
Manhattan.
graded my tests, read my essays; I can't even describe it to myself.
I am a Xavier graduate, and all and wished me good luck at the
See New York, page 2
of you know me. ·professors, I sat end of the semesters. St~dents,

Remodeled Shantytown set to open
BY ELIZABETH BONEAU
Assistant Campus News Editor·

Shantytown is on a fast track
to having its biggest year in history. The annual weeklong event,
which runs Oct. 28-Nov. 3, and
aims to increase awareness about
local and global homelessness, is
adopting a changing face in an
increased effort to involve the
community in its cause.
Shantytown is hosting a wide
range of speakers in order to take
its mission beyond just the Xavier
community. Mayoral candidate
Courtis Fuller and 26 city council candidates are .scheduled to
appear, as is Rev. Damon Lynch,
©2001 The Xavier Newswire
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who came to national recognition
after the Cincinnati riots last
April.
Shantytown also tries to foster community on campus, and its
coordinators have redoubled
their efforts to involve each and
every campus organization.
"We have been working very
hard to make it as inclusive as
possible," said Shantytown organizer. and senior Amy Krings.
Krings herself has devoted
endless energy to recruiting clubs
and asking them to co-sponsor the
event by way of participation. She
hopes to get as many people involved as possible who can share

their different perspectives on the cruitment effort, this year
issue of homelessness.
Shantytown has also reinstated its
Krings has planned accord- policy of allowing students to
ingly for the different viewpoints sleep jn the shanties they build.
people bring to the issue, includLast year, students were dising a day devoted to the "wellness couraged from sleeping in the
concerns'~
associated with . shanties because it was treated
homelessness, for the benefit of r:nore as a campout, and there
the Pre-Med Society. The Deltas, were complaints that the gesture
an African-American sorority on mocked those who had no other
campus, are planning a scaven- alternative. However, this year
ger hunt for those things the there was a great demand to reinhomeless need donated to them. state that policy, and great pains
Shantytown is run by a small com- are being taken to insure that it is
mittee with a limited budget, so it taken seriously.
looks to community-wide partici"In the same. way that people
pation to acccomplish its mission. fast in solidarity with the hungry,
In addition to an increased re- we sleep in the shanties to fully
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know the experience of the homeless," said Krings.·
.
She hopes those sleeping-out
will hold reflections on the speakers and programs, as a transition
from th_e day's events into the reality of the nighttime experience.
Construction of the shanties
will begin on Oct. 28, and each
shanty is $50. All money will be
donated to either the Drop-In
Center Homeless Shelter or the
Cincinnati Coalition for the
Homeless. Anyone interested in
participating can attend meetings
every Wednesday at 4 p.m. at the
Dorothy Day House.
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PAGE 18
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Brueggeman
lecture series
This year's Brueggeman lecture series is entitled, "Minister~
ing to a Wounded World." It will
be given by Brueggeman professor, Joan D. Chittster, O.S.B. The
lecture will be held today at 7:30
p.m. in the Schiff Family Conference Center at the Jam.es and
Caroline Duff Banquet Room.
Chittster is teaching an undergraduate and a graduate course at
Xavier. She is the author of 24
books sp~nning such topics as
Chris~ian spirituality, religious
life and Christian feminism. Additionally, she has been a professor in residence at various col~
leges throughout England and-the
United States; Chittster was also
featured in Time magazine in August. .
Admission and parking are
free.

Poetry reading
Stephen Frech and Cate
Marvin will sha!'e their poetry at
a reading toda)' at 7:30 p.m. at
the Schiff Family Conference·
Center in the Leo J. Breslin Conference Room.
Frech is the author of two poetry collections and the founding
publisher of Oneiros Press. He is
also an adjunct professor in the
department of English.
Marvin is a published author
and her works have appeared in
several literary journals. She is
also a visiti~g assistant professor
at the University of Louisville.

Coming Out week
The Xavier Alliance will celebrate Coming Out week today
and Thursday. Today at 9:30 p.m.
in the Dorothy Day House, there
will be Safe Zone training for students. The event will highlight
the purpose and the meaning of
the Safe Zone sign.
On Thursday from 11 a.m. to 3'
p.m. on the academic mall, the Al-.
liance will celebrate Coming Out.
Day with various activities.

Prayer services
The departm'ent of theology
invites members of the community to participate in a series of
prayer services. The half hour services are Mondays in October at
4: 15 p.m. in Bellarmine Chapel.
The services are intended to offer
a prayerful response to address
spiritual needs resulting from the
Sept. 11 t~agedy and the racial
tensions in Cincinnati. For more
information, call Rosie Miller at
745-4248.

TV listings link
The Resident Student Association now has a link to TV listings
·on
their Web
site
at
www.xavier.edu/rsa.
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Judy Shepard. tickets available
cal American mom yet her life has · . fo conjunction with Shepard's
BY LORI GOETZINGER
been turned upside down as a re- visit, the Xavier Players ·will be
Campus News Editor
Judy Shepard will speak ar Xavier suit of a crime against her son mo- performing "The Laramie Project"'
on Monday, Oct. 22 on "The Legacy tivated by hate. This program by Moises Kaufman, a play in
of Matthew .Shepard" in the Schiff will allow all students to realize that which journalists take an insightFamily Conference Center at 8 p'.m. you don't have to be gay to be af- ful journey back to Matthew
In Octo~er 1998, Shepard lost her fected by sexual orientation hate Shepard's hometown after his
murder. · "The Laramie Project"
21-year-old son to a murder driven crimes,"
The Xavier Alliance is sponsor- ~ill be performed in the Armory
by anti-gay hatred. Matthew
· Shepard, a studenfat the University ing the event: Students can get free from Thursday, Oct. 18 through ..
of Wyoming, died five days after his tickets at the, Dorothy Day House. Saturday Oct. 20 at 8 p.m. and.
Sunday Oct. 21. at 2 p.m. Tickets .
skull was smashed with a pistol and or the Information Desk. ·
Tickets for non-Xavier students will be available at the door for
he was lashed to a fence outside
Laramie, Wyo., in near-freezing tern~ and adults are on sale at the univer- $8 and $5 with a student or facperatures. Two 21-year-old men were sity ticket office or by calling($ 13) ulty ID.
For more information about·
charged and later convicted of his 745-3411. They are $15 for adults
and $10 for non-Xavier students. "The Laramie Project,". contact ..
murder.
. "Judy Shepard brings a face to For more information about tick- Cathy Springfield at (513) 745_ hate crimes," said Chris Seelbach, ets, contact Seelbach at (513) 871- 3578.
Alliance president. "She is the typi- . 4960.

New· York

found office documents. I read the served as a temporary command
names of the people listed on the post for the NYPD .. Down the
pages. I wondered if they made it street from Burger.King, another
Continued from Page_ 1
puilding was used as temporary
out.
They ask me, "Wha_t were your
I picked up a family photo that morgue.
thoughts as you walked through was probably displayed on
I often look back on lllY last
ground-zero?" My answer: I had no someone's desk, or in their office. night in New York. After spendthoughts. Expressing thoughts re- It was a young couple and their son, . ing alm.ost 17 hours at groundquire words, and no language has . who could not have been older zero, I was finally done for the
words that can describe my experi- t~an three years old when the pic- night. By theri, it was after l :30 '
ence. I felt like I was dreaming, hop-. ture was taken. I wondered ifit was a.m;, and I desperately needed
. ing to wake up from this inconceiv- the mother or the father that had some time alone.
able nightmare, but I know I will worked there. I thought about the
Hundreds of miles from home,
never completely awaken from it. I· · boy; Did he now belong to a single- feeling physically exh_austed and
had already seen it, and there was no parent family? I wondered if the emotionally drained, I struggled ··
turning back. ·
boy's mother or father had to ex- to come to terms with what I had ·
I remember the extent of the dame~perienced over the last few .
aged area. It was much larger than it
days.
appeared on the news. There was the
. I walked away from the site, When I slept in my bed, it felt like
smoke, the dust and the asbestos that
eventually finding a quiet and re- someone else's. Gone for on_ly a
irritated my eyes and lungs.
moved spot on the East River. It .. week, I felt like I had b_e~n &way, for
finally hit fue.Ti~st ~at th~·r;~l~n~. - '-2o y'e~;~.,,The ·;;;~g 'man ~h~ Was
There was the stench fro·m the ..
bodies of those .;.,,ho were killed. I ·
My face Jay buried in my hands, now home was' not the same man
saw some rescuers vomit when they
with a thousand tears waiting to that had left the week before ..
entered the scene, due to the inten' find their way out Ith ought about
When I arrived home, I phoned
. sity of the smell. I saw the bodies of
all the police; fire and medical one of f!lY best friends to let her
dead emergency workers and civilpersonnel who dici not live to see. kn owl was ok. She asked ine what it
ians. I remember the fire trucks that
.the day·when they would finally was like up there. I opened my
were crushed when the towers col~-:
receive the respect they deserved. mouth, b_ut 'no words came out. I had
lapsed. I saw the fire. station across
I thought of the family photo and, no clue what to say. My silence exthe street from where the towers used plain to him why the other parent · of all the children who lost a par- plained. it better than any rhetoric
·to stand. The station is there, but the did not come home on the night of ent, of all the people who lost a · ever could. For the first time in my
firefighters and trucks it housed were Sept. 11. I wondered how many par- wife or husband and of everyone life, I was unable to speak about
nowhere to be found.
ents had to break the terrible news · who had lost a. friend or relative. r .what had happened.
I remember working inside the to their children.
thought about the search dog han·The- counselors in Manhattan
rubble. Rescuers pulled bodies from
I had never been to New York dler who had lost his best friend. told-me to talk about my feelings
the rubble. Some of the bodies were before. I wondered how different
During my trip back home, I with my friends and family. But I do
intact, some were not. There were Lower Manhattan must have been wondered how I would be able to not even know what my feelings are.
times when only a hand or a finger before Sept. 11. Some of the nearby tell my friends and family about I don't know what emotions I feel. I
was found. I found pieces of cloth- buildings served as places for res- my experience. I knew I had have never felt like this before, a~d
ing that were burnt and torn, and I cuers to eat or sieep. Some served changed. When I pulled into my r wonder if there is even term for
knew what had probably become of as storage space for all of the do- driveway, I realized how. My what I am feeling.
the persons who once wore them. I nated items. The Burger King house did not feel like my own.

a

~~~~~

"Gone for only a
week, !felt like.I had .
been away for 20
years. The young man
who was now home
was not the same... ,,

a

Police Notes

Sept. 29, 1:45 a.m. - Campus
Police responded to a disturbance
in the Commons in reference to a
dispute between a boyfriend and a
girlfriend. The parties were warned
and sent on their ways.

Sept. 26, 11:59 p.m. -A strong
odor of marijuana was smelled coming from a room in Husman Hall.
Three students were found in posSept. 29, 6:50 a.m. -A student
session of marijuana and paraphernalia and will face disciplinary. struck a stop sign in the North Lot.
The student said that her windows
charges.
were fogged up.
Sept. 28, 10:25 p.m. - A stuSept. 29, 8:50 a.m. - Cincindent was arrested in the Village Lot
on an outstanding traffic violation. nati Fire Department and Campus
The student was released to Cin- Police responded to a fire alarm in
Brockman Hall. They were unable
cinnati Police.
to detect the source of the alarm.
Sept. 29, 12:13 a.m. - CamSept. 29, 10: 10 a.m: - Cincinpus Police assisted Norwood Police
with a loud party in the 1900 block nati Fire Department and Campus
of Cleanay Avenue. The students Police responded to a fire alarm in
were warned and advised to end the the Commons. Investigation revealed that steam coming from a
party.

hot water heater tripped. a heat
sensor.
Sept. 30, 12:13 a.m. - Cam- ·
pus Police assisted Norwood Po-.
lice with a loud party in the4200
block of . Ivanhoe Avenue,
Norwood Police advised the students to break up the party.
.Oct. 3, 1:20 a.m. -:- One of
the campus shuttle vans was
struck by paint balls in the 1900
block of Cleanay Avenue. The
matter is under investigation.
Oct. 4, 4:55 a.m. - Campus
Police responded to a possible
burglary in progress at the.Manor
House. Investigation revealed
that a student was attempting to
enter a ground floor apartment to
visit a friend and in the process
broke a window. The student was

cited for criminal damaging, public intoxication and inducing a
panic.

Oct. 6, 5:30-7a.m. - The
Physical Plant reported that sev. era! bulletin boards in Kuhlman
Hall and Husman .Hall had been
knocked off the walls.
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THE MEMBERS OF THE XAVIER VOCAL CHAMBER ENSEMBLE BLEND THEIR MANY TALENTS AND VOICES TO CREATE BEAUTIFUL MUSIC
. BY MELISSA A. MOSKO
News Features.Editor

semble. because it is. smaller than the smaller group of people," Hajjar
. the concert choir and everyone said.
While almost all of the members '
QuesOon: Where's the one place cares more about what they are· do~
students from every class, major ing," said member M.aria Hajjar, a of the Vocal Chamber Ensemble
have had som·e sort of formal voice
and age come together?
·· · senior finance major.
"We tend td get more done with .. training, there is only one music
Answ~r: The Edgecliff Long
major in. the ensemble.
Recital Hall-to sing in the Vocal
Four of the nine students have a
Chamber Enseriibl.e.
minor in some area of the music
Under the direction of Dr.
field.
Helunit Roehrig, 'the five female
The group tackles. some of the
voices and
male voices join to .
most challenging vocal pieces.
create beautiful music.
"We do a variety Of pieces from
"Everyone is· serious· and pre.: ·
lively baroque drinking songs to
pares,'' said Roehrig; regarding his
heavier renaissance music,''.. said.
talented students:
Roehrig.
All the.voices in the Vocal ChamOne of the most difficult pieces
ber Ensemble are members of the
- Katie Newman
the
group is working on is a well
concert choir; a bigger group of stu~
,·
.JUnlOf
known Bach Allelulia from the
dents that perform on and around
Motet VI: "Praise the Lord, All Ye
campus.
Nations."
"I like the Vocal Chamber En~
'The group has ha<l: "tremendous
success" with other perl'ormances,according to Roehrig. ·
"We preformed in Kentucky for
. a gathering of many of the Jesuit
college presidents and viee presidents from around the country.'.'.
NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY DEVIN MATHIS
The students would like to get
The members of the· Vocal Chamber Ensemble, top:, from left
more invoived in performance out.:
to right: Laura Conners, Becky Jackson, Ryan Endres, Dr.
side the campus as well.
Helmut Roehrig, Jason Bachman; bottom: from left to right:
They have tested their voices at
Maria Hajjar, Katie Newman, Chris McMahon, Erin Price and
a few high schools, such as St.
Justin Dudley.
Ursula in Cincinnati and other area
schools.
department is for people to hear us together a few quartet carols, and
some larger group arrangements, in
"Once we have' estab,lished a ·· sing,'' she said.
repertoire, we can go out and perThe Vocal Chamber Ensemble both baroque and renaissance
form more in the community,'' said . has done a good job as one of styles. They are planning on per"
Roehrig.
Xavier's recruitment tools so far. In forming Rutter's arrangements of
. '"Every year we struggle to get the past few years, the size and repu- the"Shephard's Pipe Carol" and
people in the music department at tation of Xavier's music department "Noel Noul:ielet" as well as David
·Wilcox's arrangement of "Ding
.Xavier and into the Concert Choir,'' has grown tremendously.
said merriber Katie Newman, a juni:he group is planning a Christ- Dong Merrily on High.'' .
. ·ior social work major.
mas concert for Dec. 8, time to be
"The best way to recruit for the · announced. They are trying to pull .

"The· best way to
recruit for· ihe
[music} department
is for people
to hear us sing. "

four

A letter-from a friend·

THE MUSKETEERS IN NEPAL CHECK IN AT HOME AFTER THE EVENTS OF SEPT; 11, 2001.
Dear Family and Friends,
After completing 10 days of intensive language at the Baktapur
Guesthouse, cycling of the first time
through the chaos of Kathmandu
and welcoming Nepali families and
co-~orkers into our lives, the wonderful 10 people who comprise
Xavier's 2001 Service Learning
Semester in Nepal are finally· settling down into a kind of routine.
Over two ·days, Raj on his mo.torcycle led all ten of us on our
bikes to the four work sites.
Kathmandu traffic is like nothing I
have ever seen. It is impossible to
go very fast because every type of
moving vehicle, including. the. oc~
casional elephant, blan.ket the
roads .. Before our first journey, Raj
schooled us on some important
rules: drive on the left side, be careful and if you have an inch on the
person next to you (whether they
be walking, on a bicycle or motorbike, in a taxi or car or on tbe
occassional elephant) you have the
right of way. We were all a bit nervous the first day out, but have
quickly 'gained the required confi-

dence. Late afternoon rains surely
dampen the ride home, but otherwise it seems that everyone enjoys
peddling around. We learned that
a caravan of 10 is bit too large for
the streets of Kathmandu, but still
!ilways travel in packs of at least
two.
Jeff and Ryan enjciy the tons of
work the Sisters of Charity (Mother
Theresa's Order) are giving them·
at the Pashupati Old Folks home. ·
By being with these buDhobuDhi ·
(old people) Ryan and Jeff meet the
wisdom of Nepal everyday. ·
Nichole and Alley hit Concern;
Nepal running, making nametags
(in both English and Devangari
script) the first day before launching into a series of games. I was
worried they wouldn't be able to
find Concern even after our preIi min ary tour, but Alley and
Nichole had no problem.
Sarah, Jenn and Eric are slowly
moving into Kumbershar Technicai 'School. . The kids there have
had exams .all this week, so there
hasn't been much to do. Today resumes the normal schedule, how-

a

ever. This morning Jenn, Eric and
Sarah are observing the English
classes and will start tci teach their
own (or maybe just· another

"~

are doing
what Xavier hopes all
ofits faculty, staff,
and students can do,
namely to critically
evaluate global
realities and thus
work to establish a
morejust world. "
- C. Walker Gollar,
professor of theology
teacher's) class on Friday..
Two nights ago, Nichole called
me to tell me what she had seen on
CNN concerning the terrorist at-

tacks in N.Y.C., Washington, l).C., dents in N.Y.C., etc. During this
and Pittsburgh. ··After turning on visit the embassy told us that they
the TV myself, I could not believe thought we had nothing at all to
my own eyes. Raj, Champa, the rest fear. They told us to enjoy our time
of their family and I cried as we . in Nepal. This we certainly are dowatched the events unfold through- ing. I understand that Fr. Graham
out the night. We made sure our in his inauguration speech referred
group knew about it, and also to us. According to him, we I 0 are
called a few loved ones at home to doing what Xavier hopes all of its
make sure they were OK.
faculty, staff, and students can do,
By midnight everyone in my namely to critically evaluate glohousehold seemed to have cried bal realities and thus work to esthemselves to sleep. The follow- tablish a more just world.
ing day we cancelled language
This 2001 Service Learning Seclasses and held a prayer service. . mester in Nepal is a 24-hour a day,
At that time, we read an email from seven day a week, 100-day nonstop
Dr. Knitter who told us that XU aca- classroom. At this point the amount
demic vice president Roger Fortin of things we have learned is amazhad lost a friend on one of the planes ing. I simply pray that we niay use
that crashed into the WTC. Amidst all this new knowledge to better
relaying this horrible news, Dr. Knit- manifest the glory of God in our
ter nonetheless suggested thaf we world.'
must not respond to violence with
. Thanks for your prayers and supmore violence lest we simply esca~ port!
late our already much too violent
world.
Dr. C.Walker Gollar,
We registered with the U.S. Emprofessor of theology
bassy shortly after arriving in
Sept.13, 2001
Kathmandu. Yesterday Raj and I
went there to check up on the inci-

,•
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Bin Laden tries to. rally Muslims
·APPEALS TO ISLAMIC WORLD .ON VlbEO TO JOIN WAR AGAINST THE UNITED STATES, WARNS OF POSSIBLE RETALIATION
BY JIM LANDERS
Dallas Morning News

elevate their status ,and bless
them."
He tied his war against the
Westto U.S. support for Israel in
its conflict.with the. Palestinians,
economic sanctions against Iraq
and the 'continued presence of
U.S. military forces in Saudi
Arabia, which is home to the holiest sites of Islam i.n Mecca and
Medin'a.

WASHINGTON - Osama bin
Laden, praising the suicide hijackers who killed thousands last month,
surfaced on videotape Sunday and
appealed to. Muslims around the
world to join a war against the United
States.
"These events have divided the
world into two sides:' the side of believers and the side of infidels, may
God keep.you away from them," he
said. "Evei:y Muslim has to rush to
make his religion victorious. The
winds of faith have come."
Bin Laden was dressed in a white
turban ·and camouflage jacket, his
back against a .rock wall with a
Khalishnikov rifle at his side. Al
Jazeera, a television station in 'the
Persian Gulfemirate Qatar,. aired the
tape afew hours after U.S. and British forces launched attacks against
Afghanistan. BinLaden appeared to
be speaking during· daylight, which
would suggest the tape was made
some time before the nighttime missile and air strikes;
His remarks made it clear, how- cause~
ever, that the tape was made aft~r the
- Mohammed ElSept. lI attacks on the New York
Nawawy,
World Trade Center and the Pentacommmuni.cations
professor,
gon.
· University of West Florida
"There is America, hit by God in
one of its softest spots. Its greatest
buildings were destroyed. Thank
God forthat," he said.
Also on the tape with bin
As in earlier terrorist attacks
linked to the al-Qaida network, bin Laden was Ayman Zawahiri,
Laden held back from claiming re- leader of Egypt's Islamic Jihad,
sponsibility but praised 'the indi- who merged his group with alviduals who con:irriitted suicide Qaida in 1998.
Bin Laden's decision to make
while slaughtering Americans and
the tape and provide it for release
others.
"When· God blessed one of the to Al-Jazeera was an effort to raise
groups of Islam, they destroyed street rebellions in Muslim counAmerica," he said. "I pray to God to 'tries such as Paki.stan, Saudi

"(Many Arabs/
know the Arab cause
is not being well
·served· by these
attacks. There is ·
major concern, in
fact, that (bin
Laden). is hurting
Islam an-d the Arab
·"

Arabia and ~gypt, or at least make
it difficult for U.S. forces to gain ·
their cooperation, several Mideast
experts said. .Its effectiveness was unclear late
at night in the Middle East, and it
was a matter of dispute among
communications and Arab studies .
specialists in the United States ..
"He's launching a holy war. I
think this notion is not selling well
among mainstream Arabs," said.
Mohammed El-Nawawy, a communications professor at the University of West Florida. "They know
the Arab cause is not being well
. served by these attacks. There is
major concern, in fact, that he is
hurting Islam and theArab cause."·
Mark Katz, a professor at George
Mason University in Fairfax, Va.,
said the message would appeal to
many in the Arab world.
"He's appealing in very emotional terms with a struggle where virtually all Arabs and Musli.ms
believe the Palestinians are right
and Israel and America are wrong,".
he said. ''.It makes it difficult as possibie for Arab and Muslim coun~
tries to side with us. It's areal danger."·
U.S. prosecutors, who indicted
bin Laden for the 1998 bombings
of U.S. embassies in Kenya and Tanzania, said his al-Qaida network
included a propaganda wing to
praise attacks against the United
States and appeal for recruits,,_
Recruiting fapes used by alQaida feature footage of the blasted
hull of the U.S.S. Cole in waters.off
Yemen and the devastation of the
bombed.U.S. embassy in Nairobi,
Kenya. U.S. officials say bin Laden
assigned one of his operatives to
film the bombing of the Cole last
year, but that he failed in his as- signment because he overslept.

BY .PETER TOBIA, PHILADELPHIA INQUIRER

The Pakistan military patrols the area around.the America Center
in Islamabad. Demonstrations against the United States have
risen sharply'followinfmilitarr-strikes Iii Afghanistan:-·.,.Bin Laden's penchant for propaganda points to a need among
the nations· allied against him to
win the war of ideas as well as
bombs, Telhami said.
·"The majority in the Arab world
are 'terrified by the bin Laden phenomenon," he said.

"Most of the governments of the
Arab world are terrified by bin
Laden's effort to do mi riate the Arab
world, and they feel guilty for allowing it to happen. They haven't
done enough to confront the extremists through a war of ideas,"
Telhami said.

Young Am.ericans search for political voice
BY ALISSA MACMILLAN AND AMY
DILUNA
New York Daily News
Injust over two weeks, Oeneration Y has turned into Generation
Why? Countless questions about the
state of the world fill the minds and
conversations of today's college students and those in their 20s, a group
that, until now, had been known less
for its interest in politics than for its
obsession with self.
Since the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks
on the World Trade Center 'and the
Pentagon, a generation born in the
1970s and early '80s has begun to
find its v9ice. A focus on beer, babes
and MTV has been replaced by .a new
clarity and purpose.

A NEW AWARENESS
"I matured three years in two seconds," says Riana Chavez, 19, a
sophomore at Pace University, who
was in class the day of the attacks.
"It made me more interested to see
what (politicians will) do, as opposed
to being indifferent. It's made me
change my perspective a lot."

A generation that has known
only peace and prosperity is finally confronting a harder reality. "My ge!leration, we kind of
grew up in a booming economy,"
says Paul Casey, 22, executive
president of the student body at
Fordham University. "We only
experienced the best of the best.
We've never gone through a world
war, Vietnam, or anything like
that."
More than two weeks later,
many are stiH mourning, and many
mo.re are afraid of what will happen next. Others are gathering
regularly in places like Union
Square to preserve memorials and
share opinions. Others are volunteering or donating 15lood.
"People want to do something
- want to help the city, help individuals affected, and families,"
says Pace University President
David Caputo, who steered his
school through the evacuation of
their campus at 1 .Pace Plaza~
''They're going to fire stations to
express condolences, want to be
available to help ... They have

the desire to help in some tangible
way."

war? What role has the media
played? Is Osama Bin Laden being
used as a scapegoat?·
"Now, I'm angry about the presiFINDING THEIR BELIEFS
dential election," says a friend of
But this generation reared in Karpenko's, freshman Sasha
prosperity is also finding its voice Ladyzhenskaya, 18.
"But I want to keep an open
for the first time, as its members feel
they finally have something to mind," Ladyzhenskaya adds. This
speak passionately about Al- kind of exchange is new to the
though it's still too early to. see young people, who can't think of
where they will end up politically, another topic that has so occupied
some preferences are emerging. their discussions.
"This is the only thing I'm talkMost seem less engaged by syming about - everybody's talking
bolism - flowers, rallies, sit-ins or pressure to choose sides than about it," says junior Pavel Shumor,
they are by the exchange c:if ideas 20. But is there ·any more talk of
relationships and complaints about
and trying to understand.
"I don't think we have a right to· class, the dominant topics of this
·
judge so fast without discussion," time last year?
"It's gone; it's outdated," he says.
says Anna Karpenko, · 19, a Pace
sophomore. "We need to think Across the square, several other stu~
about it more, get a more concrete dents discussed the situation and none lacked an opinion.
solution."
Karpenko and a few of her
DEFINING GENERATION Y
friends were among many debating
the issues at Pace'.s Manhattan campus last week. As they waited for
Roy Kachouh, a 22-year-old seclass, they drew out one another's nior, is anAmeriean of Middle-Eastopinions. Should the country go to ern descent who believes things

will never be the same for him and
his peers.
"This is.what's going to define
our generation," he says. "This is
our Pearl Harbor. This is our Vietnam War. This is how people are
going to remember us: whether
we're slackers or we're doers. I think
we're doers."
Kachouh's friend Hani Alsaber, ·
a 21-year-old senior, adds, "Our age
group, we're at the point where you
start thinking about things, getting
political. This has just accelerated
it." ' .
"For the first time, I've really
considered going into the armed
forces," says 22-year old Stefanie
Cohen,· admitting the idea makes
her mother a: little nervous.
"I feel sort of a sense of urgency,"
she says. "I really hope people our
age take it upon themselves to actually help and actually act instead
of justtalk." ·
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Www.homecitvice.com.

. GreatJob Opportunities!!
Hiring Students PiirHlme NOW and Futl-Tlme ·ourtng Summer & Bteab

Flexible Hours & GBEAT

fM II

We offer 10-40+ hours/week

:··:,: ,··.

Route Delivery & Packaging Positions

$6.50 - $12.00+ I Hour
North Location · 513-851-4040
South location 859-441 _.1700

'o'~~qf~for 'Rem
~~

-~·~

.

.

~

'

equipped and renovated
within walking distance to Xavier

991 Dana Ave. -~8 bedrooms & 3 baths
885 Clinton
Springs--7 bedrooms
& 3 1/2. baths
.
.
..
1612 Dana--4 bedrooms
1600 Brewster--4 ~bedrooms
AH with off street parking
..._ontact Jo Elk~ Spitz fa)~ 21-0043
.

.

-

'•

Great Part-Time Hours Available!! Work
Around Your School Schedule with -·
-Morning I Afternoon . and Weekend Hours.
.· · Call Today:!/ . .. , ·
·
·. · No Experience NeCe5Ary. Train In onel1§!!1Jy, durin11 schooi and wotlc 1n another , ."':_. ,.
· · during summer break._ We offe~ Sche4ule Flexlbllitv:
training Nl2lr. .. .. ·
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.. 1.
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Schedule an Interview A.S.AP. Bring a Friend!

·www~homecityice.com

·t

_____________________________
HAVE YOU
CONSIDERED THE
FIELD OF
CHIROPRACTIC?

Call for prices 1f'student discounts!
and brochuresJ ·,. - Group rates!
Tandem - Accelerated «Freefall - Static Line

•National
-

University of Health Sciences

200·East Roosevelt Road
Lombard, Illinois 60148-4583
wWw.nuhs.edu
.
-

www.skydivecincinnati.com

·1·8
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o ~SI

1·800·990 • & 5 D 9
·All major credit cards accepted.
Open Daily.
r~i DISCOVER. •
l!ISA
Until 9pR\ .
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.Downing Scholarship
for' Xavier. business st~dents

Wed'Atsday Ot~QDH 1€1
t~D A.11~

• Receive a scholarship of $2,000 per semester for
three semesters
.
.
• Work on a research project with a business professor
• Meet with a business mentor

112

·-·,.

·Downing Scholarship
INFORMATION SESSION
Monday, October 15, 2001
1:30 to 2:45 P·'11·
CBARoom#l7
For an application or more information, contact:
Ms. C.indy Stockwell, WiJliams College of Business
WCB Building, 2nd Floor. Tel: 745;.3131
Deadline for applications is November 5.

arit~ rein~sentatfy.e th~b't. We· ~ug:-g~I J'Oillr

dub ~r~idt~~-treasu>;rerF a:nd .a~or (t)'Jll~·•.

Thi$ ·Js a :g.n-tat opp~ruanhy for ro~ to ltiarra

tw" to 1mpri01·t. your ell.Eb and p<tssi.bly ge:t

Also availabl; ~t these SEARS locations:
CINCINNATI Eastgate Mall, (513) 943-1203*
North gate Mall, (513) 741· 1924*
FLORENCE, KY
.
-·
Florence Mall, (859) 647-7114"
SPRINGDALE Tri County, (513) 671-6790*
Also availabfe at these Waf·Mart locations:
FIELDS ERTEL(513) 677-8825
FLORENCE, KY (859) 282-82_60
TYLERSVILLE (513) 755-7999
TRI COUNTY (513) 671-1780

ICingular Wireless Stores I
Business Sales Office, (513) 588-3800
CINCINNATI (513) 347-2050*
DOWNTOWN (513) 651-9987*
EAST CINCINNATI (513) 528-6700•
FLORENCE, KY (859) 371-3444"
FOREST PARK (513) 589-3240"
TRI COUNTY (513) 346-7720•
NOW OPEN

WOODLAWN (513) 782-2920

IAuthorized Agents I
ALEXANDRIA, KY
Midwest Cellular Group, (859) 635-6655•
BLUE ASH Alpha Communications, (5131792-9055
CINCINNATI Car Fane of Cincinnati, (513) 421-3663
COLERAIN Alpha Communications, (513) 923-9380
DELHI Alpha Communications, (513) 922-7166
DILLIONVALE
Alpha Communications, (513) 791-3077
DRY RIDGE, KY Com-Tech, (859) 824-9191
EAST CINCINNATI
Competitive Communications (Newtown)

(513)271-1800
'
Executive Cellular, (513)753-2200
FAIRFIELD ·Fairfield Cellular & Paging, (5131860-2355
FIELDS ERTEL RD. Access Wireless, (513) 677-8980
GLENDALE Malnely Wireless, (513) 772-9111

HAMILTON
All About Wireless, (5131867-9191, (513) 894-3624
HARRISON Midwest Cellular Group, (513) 202-0550
LEBANON Executive Cellular. (513) 934·2355
LOVELAND Executive Cellular, (513) 677-8800
MT. ORAB Executive Cellular, (937)444-1122
NEWPORT. KY Airlink Wireless, (859) 291-5465
NORTH COLLEGE HILL
Airlink Wireless, (513) 521-3400
NORWOOD Pagerland, (513) 841-1300
OXFORD All About Wireless, (513) 523-3090
SYMMS lWP. Alpha Communications, (513) 583-1000
WEST CHESTER Progressive Cellular. (513) 759-5500
Alpha Communications, (513) 755-1988
WESTERN HILLS
Aftermarket Quality Accessories, (5131598-2600

IAuthorized Retailers I
•Open Sunday

With Activation

HurryI
This great phone offer
Is only available
for a limited time.

.

Downloadable
Rlngtones

NOKIA
C<X'OO!CTJNO PEOPLE
5165

Mobile Messaging
and Chat

For jobs that rock, visit us at
www.cingular.com

~

cingular·M
WIRELESS

What do you have to say?"
I -866-CINGULAR

Sotvice offer available to
newancl exisling customers,

For free d11fi"'"Y.
call 1·866·CINGULAR.

Phone price and offel
mayvatybyloailion.

Llmlled lime offer. Credll approval and acllvallon of service on 2-year conlracl for eligible Clnguiar calling plans
required. Offer cannot be combined wilh any special offers. Early lermlnallon and aclivatlon fees apply. Nlghl and
weekend hours are Monday lo Friday 10:01 pm lo 5:59 am and alt day Salurday and Sunda)t.Long dislence charges
apply unless you have also chosen lhe long dlslance option. Nationwide Long Dlslance applies to calls originating from
your Home Calling Area arid termlnallng in lhe U.S. Airtime charges apply lo long dlslance calls. Wireless lntemel
requires a WAP-enabled phone, Wireless lnlemel access applies lo access charge only and per mlnule usage charges
appl)t Wireless lnlemel is only available in selecl Clngular Wireless service areas. Wireless lnlemel Is nol equlvalenl to
landllne lnlemet. Third Party conlenl providers may Impose additional charges. Refer to Wireless lntemet brochure for
addilional detalls. Calls subjacl to laxes, long distance, roaming, universal service fee or other charges. Package
minules and unlimited nlghl and weekend minutes apply to calls made or received wilhln local calling area. Airtime In
excess of any package minutes will be charged at a per minute rate of $.15 to $.50. Digital phone and ClngularWlreless.
long dlslance are required. Airtime and other measured usage are rounded up lo the next full minute at lhe end of each
call for billing purposes, Unused package minules do not carry forward to the next billing period and are
forfeited. Rlnglones are avallable only on selecl phones and In select Clngular Wireless service areas. l'2
The charge for Ringtones Is Incurred one time, each time you download a Rlngtone. Messaging service \~
and user provided lntemel access required for Rln tones, Optional features maybe cancelled afterlnltlal
term of the service contract. Other conditions
restrictions apply. See contract and store for delalls.
©2001 Nokia Inc. Nokia, Connecting People and the 5100 series phones are trademarks of Nokia ~
Corporation and/or lls affiliates. Clngular Wireless, 'What do you have to sav?' and lhe graphic Icon are
.. ~
Service Marks of Cingutar Wireless LLC, ©2001 Clngular Wlreless LLC. All nghls reservild.
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Rights and retaliation
Following the tragedy of Sept. movie "Zoolander" was re-edited' at
. I I, this country has responded the last minute to remove a few shots
with an outpouring of patriotism with the World Trade Center visible
not seen since World War II. At in them. The teaser for the new ,
the same time, the entertainment "Spiderman" film, which will be re" ·
industry has made changes to leased next summer, was removed
movies and radio playlists in an from theaters because it featured a
attempt to respond to our height- scene where Spidey spins a web beened sensitiyity. While we at The tween the twin towers of the Trade
Newswire support this renewal in Center.
nationalist spirit, we would also
While we understand the urge
like to caution our readers to not many studio executives may feel to
not remind moviegoers of the recent
get carried away.
· Right now, President Bush has tragedy, at the same time it gives the
a 90 percent approval rating, guilty parties one more small victory
among the highest in history. As if we change every little scene from
a result, criticizing or questioning every finished film that featured a shot
the president and the government of the twin towers.
has become highly unpopular. A
Also, radio programmers have
good example of this can be found compiled lists of songs they recomon television. Programs like "Sat- mended not be played. Among the
urday Night Live" and 'The Daily songs they suggested banning are
Show" thrive on political humor. some songs from Rage Against the
Yet in new episodes of each pro- .Machine and, amazingly enough,
gram, there are no jokes at the ex- John Lennon's classic "Imagine,"
pense of our.president and gov- People not wanting to play a simple
song of hope and yearning for a
ernment.
Many pundits have declared peaceful world following the most
the world changed forever on devastating attack on our soil in hisSept. 11. Unfortunately, it seems tory? Imagine that.
We here at The Newswire feel it is
more and more that our first
amendment rights were among important to remember in this time of
those changes. There are many crisis that one of the greatest things
people who do not fully support about America is our personal freethe American reaction to the ter- dom. Our patriotic celebration of the
rorist attacks, yet those people past few weeks shows how much the
have been virtually silenced by the Citizens of this land.love and cherish
vast majority of supporters. There that freedom and their country. But
are other changes occurring as don't forget, that freedom carries a
price because we must allow. other
weU.
.,
Hollywood has begun re-edit- people·.who may not share our point
ing movies set in New York to re- of view to say and do' what they wish.
move all images of the World Trade
Center. The new Ben Stiller
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Waiting is the ·hardest part
vie all have our own stories and to Peter, my brother, before the
And then I got a call. A. shaky
opinions -of Sept. I 1. and· I. kno~ planes hit, but as they hit the sec- voice told me he was OK but I
mine i~n't any different than yours:· ond building he began screaming . kn~w he wasn't, mentally at least. .
Just a quick question .that will be in. the phone that they were being He couldn't talk. Didn't want to
popping upto ymi every few years evacuated and his building was fill- talk. My sister took the phone.
or so as you age: where were you ing with smoke. That's all she They were back at their apartment
when you first heard of the attacks? heard. My brother from Boston but were leaving to be with friends.
I was sieeping, rather.soundly I ·called me shortly after I hung up Neither wanted to talk about what
might add, thanks to the pressure the phone with my mother. He had they had just seen. Still, neither of
lifted off of me by Fr. Grah~m 'sin- talked to my sister. She did not them want to talk in detail about
what they experienced. I have to
auguration scheduled for that day. sound good.
I told him I loved him, something respect that.
So, I was dreaming my fanciful
.. L heal'.d secondhand .from my
,dreains, of1;m.e d!lY perhaps pa,~sing . I h11ven't told.~ sibling ,sii:ice 'prob~
a course in school· and graduating
mother that Peter was evacuating
with some form of leverage to exwhen the second plane hit, was
thrown five flights of stairs and
cel me when I have to hit "the real
managed to make it outside. He and
world," when my father called.
Like everyone else's Sept. 1I
his co-workers had no clue what
morning, mine was altered. All he
was happening so they all stayed
could blurt out was that my older .
put, in front of the burning twin
sister was OK but they were not sure
towers. The showe.r of people fallwhere my oldest brother was. My
ing from the windows triggered a
sense to run in my brother.
two siblings work and live in Manhattan. The idea of two of their .
. He grabbed his friend and flew
for the East River as a cloud of the
offspring residing in the Big Apple
had never appealed to my parents,
former towers chased him and evenalthough it was an excellent place
tually engulfed him. He struggled
to visit for us younger kids.
to breathe and help along two of
Of course I had no clue what my
his co-wor.kers to what he thoµght
father was talking about, so I did
was an under-ground subway tunnel; .it was the streets of Manhatas he told me and diligently turned
tan. My mother told· me he cried.
on the television. To my astonish~
ment, I saw the second World Trade ably they got me out of trouble· He was physically alright but hearCenter building explode as .an air- when I was five, but I meant it. I ing that tough, attitude-bearing
plane crashed into it and caused hung up the phone and called the Peter cried, I knew he wasn't
the flames. My father told me he ·New York siblings' apartment. I left · "alright." Is anyone alright?
I still hadn't cried the entire day.
would call me back- when he · a forceful message tell!ng them I just
learned of any information and wanted to hear their voices and I went to my friend's house for a
from that minute on, I was glued to . please call.
little r'n'r' and just vented my day
the TV.
You know the saying you never to caring ears. And then T cried. I
Then the buildings collapsed, know what you have until it's gone? regurgitated my story as we all did
and so did I. My brother was right I didn't. Family was never my top· over there on Cleneay and sat
across the street working as a bond priority, nor was my well-being. I glued to that televisfon~ I cried,
trader.
just flittered through life with my softly, butstill had tears. I changed·
From that sight, the only pic- "whatever" attitude and never ap- within a matter of 12 hours, as the
ture racing through my head was preciated that the ground I was entire country did. I appreciate my
. that of him racing for his life, scur~ walking on was free. I could say. life, family, friends and especially
rying the streets and getting eaten Clinton was scum or Bush was a my country iike I never did before.
alive by asbestos, debris and let- hick without having a cm:e in the
I was lucky. I knew I was but
ter-heads flying at him. I looked at world. I could receive a high qual-· felt guilty openly expressing it. So
the phone, stared at it for an hour ity education, read the newspaper · many were gone, so many were
waiting to hear a ring. I went down and turn on the television without waiting. So many are still waiting.
the hall, calm and collected so not fearing the repercussions.' I could· ·rm not anymore. I go(a phone call.
to reveal my fears. But I knew I sulk.at a family party, watchi~g my
..:.__ Gigi Delaney
needed to be by the phone. After brothers and sister fight and never
Class of '04
hearing nothing from the parents, I think twice about it. And then I
called home.
'
thought, seven make up my family,
My mother told me she talked not six, not two·, seven.

'1 just flittered
through life with my
'whatever' attitude
and never
appreciated that the
ground I was walking
on was ftee. "
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Xavier police overstep bounds
On Friday, Sept. 28, 2001, my
friends. and I had an incident in·volving the Campus .Police here at
Xavier. After leaving the dorm and
beginning to walk to my car, I realized that I needed to use the ATM.
Because my friends had to get
something out of my trunk, I gave
my keys to one of them and went
to get money. While getting money
out, I hear my car alarm going off
and hurriedly finish the transaction. While walking to my car, I
saw my friends trying to get the
ala~m off, but they w~re unable to
get it. Finally reaching my car, I
turned the alarm off and went to
get what we needed from it.
No more than a minute after the
alarn:i was turned off, Thomas
Lung, Xavier Campus Police officer, badge number eight, came·
walking up to us and asked us what
was the problem. I explained to
him what had happened in a polite
and respectful manner and my
friends stood there saying nothing.
The officer took a very negative disposition and began chastising me for not being able to control my car alarm, telling me that I
should not drive the car if I do not
know how to work.my alarm. I was
taken aback by his rude and demeaning tone of voice but tried to
explain the situation to the officer.
I explained to him that my friends
were not familiar with the alarm and
that no one could expect each of
my friends to know how to turn it
off. My friend also stepped in and
explained how he tried to turn off
the alarm.
He apparently did not like either of our responses and demanded my license and information. I responded appropriately and
he ran a check on my license,
which of course came out clean.
He handed my license back to
me and told me in a gruff voice
that he would consider writing me
up for my alarm. At this point my

friend, who had tried to explain the
situation earlier, asked the officer
for his badge number an~ name.
The officer responded sarcastically, asking him if he wanted the
supervisor to be called, in order that
my friend could talk to him. My
friend, ignoring the sarcasm, said
that it would be fine if he diCI so.
As a result, the officer asked my
friend for his license, which my
friend gave to him. The officer did
a check on my friend; as well,
which came up cleari, but my friend
was taken to another part of the
parking lot in order to be interrogated further on the issue.

this officer was more concerned with
boosting his ego than looking out
for the well being of the campus community. I would have appreciated his
looking into the reason my alarm
'Was going off, but I do not think that
this was his reason for coming over
to my car. There was no rationale in
him running a profile on my license
or my friend's, who simply asked for
his b~adge number because of the way
the officer was acting.
This officer should be made to
take a look at the reason he is doing
the job that he is doing. It has always
been my thought and hope that a
police officer's motives for working
are to protect and serve the people.
Maybe I was wrong in the way I am
thinking, but I do not think that is
the case.
I do not think that the police
should use their position to attempt
to harass or belittle the citizens of
the community. I do not think that
an o_fficer should profile against an
individual or group of people based
on any one aspect of their lifestyle:
gender, age, race, economic status or
working status. I feel that this profiling is wnat was done in this situation and that there is absolutely no
legitimate reasoning for that. Especially ata time in the world when we
should be coming together under: the
This incident showed my harshness of terrorism, incidents
friends and I serious problems in such as these should not occur.
reference to the way the police on
On a local note, Cincinnati has
our campus think and act. I feel seen situations that haye stemmed
this incident is an example of pro- from these ways of thinking and offiling by age as well as our status ficers' profiling. I think that it is time
as students. The police officer was to end these types of judgments and
rude and demeaning in his inter- . startlooking at people as what they
action with us and acted in a w~y truly are, not by one aspect of their
that was unnecessary for the situa- lifestyle, but a citizen of the. United
tion. My friends and I acted in a States.
·
respectful, mature way throughout
the ordeal and feel as though we
-GregKiep
should have been treated with the
Class of '05
same courtesy. Instead; we were degraded and made to feel as though
we were some type of criminals.
This behavior shows to me that

"This behavior
shows to me that this
officer was more
concerned with
boosting his ego than
looking out for the
well being ofthe
. "
campus community.

Thanks for all the great letters! Now se~d more.
Send your opinions to opednewswire@hotmail.com
We'll make you a star.

c
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Rights lost
On Friday, Sept. 21, 25 Muslims were taken from theitapartments in Burlington and Florence, Ky. None were officially
arrested, only detained by the
Immigration Service for investigation into their immigration
status. Most were released after
·being questioned, but as of Monday, four West African immigrants were still in federal custody.
Why were these Muslims
taken from their homes? Well, it
would seem that the federal authorities thought these people
must have some dealings in terrorism. After all, they did seize
their computers and other belongings with "search warran.ts,"
which happened to be sealed and
not open to public eyes~
· They also apparently did not
find anything· incriminating
within the confisc~ted property
they had taken. As David Beyer,
spokesman for the FBI, told The
Cincinnati Enquirer, "Many
times, searches fail to produce
the evidence we anticipated we
would find prior to the searches.
As we're sorting through the information, that is our initial impression at this time."
We should be able to assume
that the FBI at least told the 'the
detainees why they were tak,~n
from thefr homes. But, as The
Enquirer reported,_ "Some of
those released have said they did
not know why they were taken
into custody and questioned."
Since when does the govern-.
ment have the right to detain
people and seize their property
without ·any real. evidence of
wrongdoing, which I presume is
the case here, because these
people were released without
any charges or action being
taken against them? And why is
this not something civil rights
groups are jumping up and down
about? I find it hard to believe
that if25 Xavier Universtiy students were detained by the fede_ral government, their property
confiscated and this all done
with a sealed search warrant and
no explanation given, there
would not be a flurry of lawsuits
and a demand for an explanation.
We need to look at this case
for what it is, which is simply
undue prejudice. If some better
explanation by the FBI has not
been given by- the ti~e this article reaches publication, then
there is a serious violatiop of
civil rights. It should also force
us to evaluate what rights, even
basic rights, we are willing to
give up in the aftermath of a terrorist attack. What steps will we
allow our government to seemingly take towards a police
state? How can we create better
national and international policies to prevent acts leading to
government action like we find
in this case? Hopefully, these attempts at safety will not come at
the expense of civil rights and
peaceful resolutions.
- Michael Roman
Class of '03
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students n.eed·· time. to.• teflect

S.pring break

·; .:Wei,, Fr.,Hoff,lkriow you've are, ~hatever y9ur needs, thereis _·. and supportive - individtials
tdifed; but you'd be pleased to ahvayssome activit{or some way· respectfuloftheother{4iffe.rerit ·
kn~\V· ihat come May, Twill be to get foyolved'. Bufamidst all-this : needs becomi~g.qne in prayer:
La~efy th9ugh;:i~ fe~ls as.
. "inthliectually, mora\ly, and invqlvement and energy· expendi~
spirituaily :prepared to take 'my . ture and stiinuli,' where "can some- 'tho.ugh' that :Miiss: has 'been
place iri a rapidly changing glo- one find·the time or the.pl~~e to go.. changed/Jiis as·ihdug1'' that to- .
bal society." XU has skipped no and just .be?. To, ;~jt s~il~? ... :. ·.and.. getherness we,alY.,~ys knew ex-·
. detail. iii'achievfog this.mission
'' '
. ' . •'.
isted ~w~feltit, w~tfusted it.:_;_

As midterms approach, the
phenomenon begins again. My
hard-earned summer savings are
quickly slipping ·down the
drain. The unending hours I
spent working at a mindless job,
all in hopes of a lofty sum. of
money to get me through the
year are all in vain. I am back to
being the stereotypical "poor
college kid." My dreams of fun
road-trips over schqol breaks are
about as likely as my 4.0 GPA.
So what am I to do? How will I
spend· my much-needed breaks
from school? Will I be forced to
return home, hundreds of miles
away from all my friends?
And then the answer cmpe. I
received a sign, in the form of a
refrigerator m_agnet from Club
Day on the Mall. The answer is
clear: Alternative Spring Break.
Yes, there is an alternative to
my impending week of boredpm. In the company of 47
(broke) college students, I have
the opportunity to go somewhere during spring break, and
the chance to contribute to society with servic:e work.
And when I say community
service, I don't mean wearing orange jackets and picking up
trash on the side of the road. How
does working in a soup kitchen
in New York City sound? Or diversity _and urban poverty issues
in Minneapolis? Want more?
How about restoring flood-damaged towns in West Virginia, or
building houses in this same
beautiful state?
That's right, this wonderful
new club on campus is sending
out four different fun-filled trips
of 12 students each. Can you .
hear the choir of angels singing
in the background? The answer
is here. Now perhaps you. have
already started saving your pennies in hopes of traveling to
some hot Florida locale, to spend
your week in a drunken ·haze.
Ahh, this idea is hard to compete with, but I c:an promise you
the following things:
Alternative Spring Break is
cheaper than Panama City, !iO
stop trying to auction off your
dorm room furniture on E-bay.
Number two, you will actually
remember what happened after
its over. Lastly, you'll bring
back something other than the
newest STD.
So why am I already dreaming about spring break in October? Well, the time has come.
The Alternative Spring Break
Program is ready for us. They
have been pining away for
weeks on how to save us from
impending spring break boredom. And now, they are ready.
Oct. 17 and 18 there are infor- ·
mational meetings at 8. p.m. in
Alter 221. So come, all ye poor
college students and be witness
to the end of all spring break boredom.
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im_} ot hep.lace ·._ti_tJ i. ·. pa_ntS .to siffacing each pth~r or ..
·
part1Cipate ina•hqmll)', Togeth- ·
. go andjust be.?" ·
erness alreaay• exists i11 tiie fact

this 111ix Club Day on the Mall·

and suddenly e".ery hour of ~vfi···
_·..
t._
ery day inlma Muskiefan 's life
.is diversified, plimned and act_
counted for. · The· succ:ess of
· :Xavier, her ~ission arid her stu. dents:lies primarilfin.this.f;ic:t •.
.•
· ·· that pe9pleitre·t~ere.
··
.
'> There,arelnaiiy:other,,Masses ..
. XUllas~nergy ancfvifality :.· ·
recalls~ of so mtich inv~lvement,
.thatci¥,prdyi,de. th~.J~eliilg
so 'many. strengths and· the.spirit . listen,·.:•' .t~ · redi~co.Ver ._the.'p~i~e unitythroughpeop!e's songsapd_ .
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oft), Xavier people ~e gathered cerlt~r? Sometitrtelfoi:some; alld '·· wh.ile·this·kinct ,C>r'solidadtycan~· .
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ting soinething a~coITipllshed for ~eritiaJ ri~e~i~<?f ~~~ritua~ ~~Ii~p6~:- · occasions;· i(is c:ertainly'a •wonthe good of s()metfiing else. Col- mg andstrength. > _.,• ... ·.. _,. derful()~portu~ftf·during the ·
lectively, this comprises the_ · · •. in·years pas~ th~re.used)o.be li. middle'ofa weekofbusy,scheci~ ·
Xa,vfor spirit and the health of . weeknigtjtMas~ atlO·p.m: that.was . ules Just sit; be;·re~~erite; and,
Xavier's spifit extends directly· the peffect placeto go for this~ ,lt · most importantly, pray with oth: '
.from: the individuais dcmating .C WaS simple;:' 4~i•et)na'·p~acefuf 'ers:' •caippus':M,inistry, il1'.your
wfiile. it proyi~ed a~;attilosghere ·dedi~atio~··t~:.otir;spirii_s, ple~se ·
.themselves tojt.... ·· .· ., · •.·.
. Campu~ Ministry ha(com~ ofqiiiefand~stiilrfoss';'.lliere\V;;a{~ help ke.ep.such a Mass available
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'
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The cheese stands alone
BY ADAM ZIEMKIEWICZ
Social Commentator

Here is the admission of the
modern male. This past Saturday,
having accepted the fact that no
one was going to answer their
phone, I turned on the television.
What happened next does n.ot
leave this room, do. you understand?
I watched "Sleepless in Seattle"
followed by "When Harry Met
Sally" followed by "It Could Happen to You."
You know the stories: Man and
woman are alone, no hope of ever
being happy, through an absurd sequenc:e of events, man and woman
end up together, happy, in love.
I was in my pajamas: a pair of
scrubs and an old concert T-shirt
with a picture of a half-naked
woman straddling a domino. Underneath the cartoon~_ish buxom
breasts of whom I have dubbed
Penelope is written: "We all get
lucky sometimes."
I had just finished eating an entire pizza, topped off with a couple
beers and was in the process of busting out a half..:gallon of ice cream.
It was a good thing I was alone.

. What dawned on me as I basked for a date or .for making semi-inin my gluttony and filth was the toxicated, lonely people think life
glaring lack of romance in our daily is nothing but the end. of "The
lives. Sure, we may have those Farmer in The Dell." The cheese
fleeting moments wherein we meet does indeed stand alone.
But for Tom and Meg and Billy
someone and share such wonderful
memories atop the Empire State and Nicolas and Bridget: it was
Building or other significant land- chance. It was scripted, sure, but it
mark, but do we really live out this was chance, just like anyone I have
whole "love" thing on a daily ba- ever had the joy of loving for more
than a minute was nothing more
sis?
It seems love is a topic of con- than chance. We won't talk about
versation these days as people are what it takes to turn chance· into
trying to piece together their lives, forever.
I will say this: If we all just sat
· and, realizing anger is not a sure
means of expressing themselves, down for a moment and watched
have turned toward something, the "Sleepless in ·seattle," we'd realize
implic:ations of which they may not Rosie O'Donnell used to be really
funny, which also has nothing to
fully comprehend.
Love is something so profoundly do with chance, but has everything
enormous that. no single person . to do. with my fourth beer.
But, Love: to p.rove my admiscould explain it. But I am a certified genius, and I ~m going to take sion, just as I finished my ice cream,
back what I said before and tell you my dog walked up to me and lic:ked
what love is. Are you ready? Love the pizza crumbs off my shirt. That
is Chance. (You thought I was go- dog loves me. I guess it's true we
ing to say something like Bratwurst all do get lucky sometimes. I don't
have to wipe myself and the dog
or the hymen, didn't you?)
These movies are the devil's can avoid kibble at least for one
handiwork. They are not real. They meal. Next Saturday, I listen to
suspend reality for the sole purpose Delilah.
of giving couples somewher~ to go

alternative

-Amanda Corzine

Class of '04
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Students:

..
.
., . . aSe YO Ur pain.

Show your parents all the
distractions that- take place at
Xavier. Maybe they'll cut you SOO)e
slack when they see your
_
midterm grades .

Each issue of The Xavier Newswire is packed with Xavier news, sports,
entertainment and opinions. _It's the best way to keep up with everything that goes on besides the academics.

r------------~~-----------------~------~--------------,
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week with:
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Name: ................................................................... ~..... Mail to:
Address: ..................... .-...............................................
City/State: ........... ~ ..:··· .... ~..........................................
Zip Code: ..... ~.............................................................

Newswire provide you each

• In-depth coverage of campus events
• Leading commentary and behindthe-scenes insight into Xavie! sports
•Moving features of Xavier c.ampus
personalities and groups
•Important campus security updates

Newswire. I understand I will receive approximately 30 issues over the course of the

· ·
The Xavier Newswire

Accounts Receivable
3800 Victory Parkway
Cincinnati, OH 45207

Please fill out this form completely and enclose a check or money order f~r $30 made out to The Xavier Newswire. The Newswire
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Balcomb adds·
to staff
The women's basketball program recently added Christi
Hester as its director of.Basketball Operations. She replaces ·
Beauly O'Neale, who left the
program in August.
Hester graduated from Dayton in May, 2000 after four
standout years with the Flyers.
At UD, she finished 11th all-time
in points scored, eighth in career
assists and is the school record
holder in three-point field goal
percentage.
Hester comes to XU after
teaching communications and
ptlysical education at Holy Cross
High S~hool in Louisville, Ky.
this past year. She also served as
an assistant girls' basketball
coach.
"She is a perfect fit for Xavier
and the position," said head
coach Melanie Balcomb. "Her
communications and public relation skills will be a great addition to our staff."
As director of Basketball Operations, Hester will handle the
business administration for the
women's basketball program as
well as work with marketing the
team.
Preseason practice begins on
Saturday, Oct.-13. The Muskies,
coming off a 31-3 record in 20000 l, open their season on Nov. 16
at Indiana State.

Rifle beats Army
The rifle t~am defeated Army,
6158-6147 in their first match of
the season on Saturday.
Freshman Hannah Kerr won
the smallbore competition with
a score of 1179, the second highest in school history~
Junior All-American Thrine
Kane won medalist honors in air
rifle with a 390.
The Muskies return to action
of Oct. 21 at the annual OVC/
GARC Shootout at Tennessee
Tech.

NBA tickets
on sale·
Tickets are on sale now for the
NBA preseason game featuring
the Cleveland Cavaliers and the
New Jersey Nets. The game will
beheld on Saturday, Oct. 13 at 8
p.m. in the Cintas Center.
The Cavs are led by point
guard Andre Miller and forward
Tyrone Hill, recently acquired
from the 76ers. Hill, an XU grad
who led the Muskies to the
Sweet 16 iri 1990, has his retired
jersey hanging from the rafters
of the Cintas Center. He is also
one of only two players in XU
history to score.' over i,000
points in his Mµskie career.
The Nets feature· newly acquired point guard Jason Kidd
as well as Xav.ier alum Aaron
Williams, who holds the school
record for blocks in a career.
Tickets are available. at the ..
Cintas Center Box Office or any
Ticketmaster location.
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Men, wom~n dominate atButler, Akron. Invitationals
matches of all .six flights.
It began with the singles play of
. It was a beautiful, sunny, warm Sturc;levan and. Thinnes, who each
weekend; perfect weather to go defeated their opponents to find
outside and play some competi- themselves playing each other in
tive tennis - great tennis even. It the finals on Sat.urday. Sturdevari
is the kind of tennis that breaks went on to win the Flight A singles,
records a la Pete Sampras. That is beating Thinnes 6-3, 6-2.
exactly what the men's and
. In the Flight B singles round,
women's tennis teams had in mind Potts defeated Butler's Alex Kurz 6this past weekend.
3, 6~0 to take the championship.
The ~ep got the ball rolling · Junior Scott Triplett won the Flight
with a huge win over their big- C finals by defeating. teammate
gest A-10 rival, .the Dayton Fly- Cameron Bell, 6c2,·6-4.
ers. The team anticipated close
Sophomore Brad Meadors commatches. against UD, whom the pleted the singles sweep by defeatPHOTOS COURTESY OF SID
Muskies beat this time last year ing Butler's Adam Bordow, 6A, 6-4
5-2, but they were also ready to to take the Flight D title. Meadors Freshman Lauren Clary, left, was honored with a Rookie-of-theWeek honor for her exceptional performance in Akron while
win.
then teamed up with Justin Yeager
Se.nior co-captain Danny to defeat Sturdevan and Thinnes in .senior Dan Sturdevan won the Flight A singles crown over
Sturdevan had a good feeling be-. Flight A dmibles, 8_6 .
· teammate Matt Thinnes. during the Butler lnvitatic:>nal
fore they pfayed. "We went into
Sophomores Bell and Ke_vin her doubles partner, senior Emily men won every flight in their tourthat match expecting win. We . Gaughan won their pro set, 8-4, over . Senich, in a hard fought three-set naments is a big deal. It's the first
were, .prt;tty c~p,fid~nt ~ll.d .~~()),'," E~5:~~f,ll~~llt~.f:~Yo) ~~~.~e~t.(!ran.d,,,;;;?,8pte~t.'.:t·~}k,~}. ~.~2~>. 'i"''>:'i·• , ..,, ,.., •.. timethat it's ever happened. It wa.s
al"'.ay;s:compete'WeUagairistusP. Ross Schitter.:to take the Flight:a.1 :.:;n. ;ThtrFlighfGtide·,wehttOse~,ipr. • a great weekend.~' he said.
;, •, · · : . :. : :·· .. Dqubles finaLTh.e:team 's s..y~~p at· · •K~.rrie ~tnef;.\\'.hoJnoc~,ed offfelThe Xavier women's tennis team
he sai.d.,
. · Thursday's.results proved·hiµl ;. ;this.i'n~itttionafis thci.firstever,/;''.· ;;;:;it>VysetiiOt;Betl(Atir~hatn, f::.·6;3-6,. celebrated unprecedented victories
BY ABBY LEE

Sports .Writer

to

~~~~~.~~;~ifJ~s~~~~~f:ej~#~,:\~::t~~l~~~~:~;;:::~e~~~~~~:~~~~~~/(~;~t~~~~:w~1~J.[~~~~;·~i~~~~~n ~nd · :~~;: :~:k::~~~n began almost

over·Dayton_'s .Br~d··~~l?~.l>' ~t.V;{i~R:f~~;l~~)~f:~~pple's eye~ ~?··s~m.~i11J0'.~'f·*~rr;i~~~~~~~r.p~~yed ·a~amst
Unfortunately, Wright State
2-6, 6-4. Jumor Brent Le~.~g #~P.'·. ~ ~;~.~H.Y/~9,9.9,~u~.;,!eam rean~/ 1s,,;~~B~::J:;~\gn~;~pQl~~\fr9r: th~;fhght D smgles University halted the team's run last
won his match again.st (TD;fr~shfa.'·:ci~PY:l~itl,t')~e:~~diti9ri)>f . tfl,~')~?f':'.!~ti.~I~i1J?f,~s~™an "'on 6-4, 6-1.
Wednesday in a close 4-3 loss.
man Jonathan Koury, 6-2;·t)"~~(·;· ::) n~y;r{: t~~ri.sfe.rs.>U{.~inn,~~·:X~~<fJ;·!'.;:,:;;;J~(do~~les;:action, the strong There were, however, bright spots
Sophomore Ryan Potts ·\Vent. : ~~p~gJ:We have also. all·vv.,orkecL;,,'fr~s~m~n:teani of Bauer and Lauren in the Muskies first defeat. Freshthree sets before defeatihg C:ll~n:· :;; r~~Ir)i~cl. a#4'.i.IIlPr9v~d d-y~r'~~'::;i;q}.ai-h;i¢a:~~~H.1p for a Flight A de- man Lauren Clary had another outKathary, 6-1, 6-7, 6-1. Fres~ma11', ;' s11iji,m~fj,WJclW~:p,aring <>,lf,''. ~~,~~?;; ·:~Je~t,C>:Ver,J?~yton 's Christy Whalen standing outing for the team, winJustin Yeager had an impressive'.: : ,, iThe·:men'sdeam \villnot:be!Jn :'>'and Eriri:Kirkland, 8-3.
ning both her singles and doubles
1
win over Dayton senior Chris .:·:·a~tj9~·~gajri.~ll~ipe!i!1i~~~~m~Y€H}'.)\ :.s'e1#~h and Weightman took the matches.
Wartman, 7-5, 6-0.
"1{ ':~)C~·(:>n';\\'rig~(S,W.te•~thpili;et/,:}/i"·,;;'FlightB title·with a-win over Jenni~ - ·"claty defeated Kara Dunbar of
Xavier went on to -:Vin all thre:e;. ·:;;;~i~~:,'~#·,;W~~·:s?r:n~l~~#~.:~efr:;;;pf~r:Miner and Diana Ser~fi~i of Ak- Wright State in an easy 6-1, 6-0
do~bles matches. Assistant_ coach .:, 1 sw~~~:·:~.~.:;'?:~:~·i'.~P"':~t.~tigR~li·::~~e/ rp~,; 8-4. Dres~man andJumor_Katy singles match. She then paired up
Enc Toth, who traveled with the •· wom~n!s'.ilealiliW~~'.f.settmg'i~~W°"·~i' W*.s won Fhght C doubles m an with Xavier's other freshman rising
team, was pleased with their SU~~ ' selyes'.upJots«:Wtj6]~#y'put~~'w~ys':·.: ,,8::'.f\Y~n over Moreen Wiggins and star, Stephanie'Bauer, to overpower
WSU's Marie Craig and Dunbar, 8cess. "It was a very importaµt. :\ a(tlie;AJcron'I#'vitati'onfil;· , J'ih· /: 1 i'~:Angel~ ·Trigilio of Dayton.
match. It's a good win to beat th~~< '.;~ '~i~Eoitli~'~ee~riij\~;~~k¢ild'.iri.~'r~W,· '•;;;~LN'e~dless to say, it w~s a superb 3. Weightman also won her singles
in the fall and they always~play: \the:M~sR~i¢8~~)otlrid~th~nrs¢iV~s.·±:;;\~~k~11dfOr the women's team who match against Craig, 6-1, 6-3. Wiles
well against us. We ha".e a ~reat \'fi~m~~.~~~rYif1ight i11•pC>~h,·~.i6gie~;<:~~s,;~~i.,a,)1l&~,,standard of tennis for· and Dressman had an impressive
team. They are great kids,J1ard, :and'dpubles;Allninewoiiienonthe ;:e:Vefy,,.()'ther;team to compete doubles victory 8-5 over Wright
workers and they want to win~u ;: :<roster.: won. atJeast one flightjn: ei-"·· :; agrufi~f;t:~~d fr•s' ~mly the beginning State's Kyana Jackson and Debbie
1
1
'ot:lli~ s~~s qh. ·'
Campbell.
The men's team was not<fi~-: . tiler s~ilgles, doubles both;'
ished as they traveled to Butler
Inthreeoutoffoursinglesflights, · ,.. ,·coach)ini Brockhoff was ecFor her stellar performance,
University on Friday to plafinart · Xa:vi~r took' both first and second · Sliltic aborit'.\lotll the'.women 's and Clary was named the A- IO Rookie~
invitational, ,which pit~ed th~ril placej•1ightA singles, which fresh- 'rileri.'s teains;<who h~~~. gotten off of-the-Week. Clary finished the
against Butler;IUPUI and Eastern' ' man Stephimie Bauer won against ,io,anunpi-t:c'edented.sfait/'It really week 7-1 in singles while going 7Kentucky.
.
Detroit senior Vicki Parker, 6-4, 6~0, is a big.accoinplishment~ You can't o in doubles action.
The men's team broughttheir 6~2;\vas theonlfsingles title match ask fol'.: anything ~6re·:;J\nd\vhen
The women's tennis team will
strong play from the day before that did not pit two :Xavier players you come out wim;1if1g,tpe~e)gu~~ be back in action against UC on.
info Butler. Out of four singles ·against one another.
.:
na:ments it's just'.-arFextr'a'drdihary · ·· Tuesday.
flights and two doubles flights,
SoP,homore Kate Weightman accomplishment.
·
- XU served thf'.ir way into the title took the Flight B final by defeating
"The fact that the women and the

Or

:< . ·. '.

On Tap

GAME
of the

Saturday, Oct. 13

Sunday, Oct. 14

•Women's Tennis at miami ·
Invitational

•Women's Tennis at Miami
Invitational

•Men's Tennis at Dayton
Invitational

•Men's.soccer at Fordham at
1 p.m.

Saturday, Oct. 13 at 8
p.m. at the Cintas Center

•Volleyball at George
Washington at 7 p.m.

•Cross Country at Heidelberg
Invitational (Triffin, Ohio)

•Women's soccer vs~ Fordham ·
1 p.m.

•Women's soccer vs.
LaSalle at 7 p.m.

•Volleyball at G.eorge mason at
5 p.m.

Home soccer games take place
at Corcoran Field.

•Cleveland Cavaliers vs. New .
Jersey Nets at 7 p.m.
(Cintas Center)

• Home volleyball games take
place at Cintas Center.,

Come out and see an NBA
exhibition game being
played in our own backyard.
Both teams feature exCiting ·
·point guards in Andre Miller
and Jason Kidd. And a
couple of XU alums in Tyrcirie
Hill and Aaron Williams are·
also scheduled to play.

Friday, Oct. 12
•Men's Tennis at Dayton
Invitational
•Men's soccer at LaSalle at
· 3:30 p.m.

-·------------

Home games are in bold.

WEEK
:CLEVELAND CAVALIERS
VS. NEW JERSEY NETS
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XU soccer to.p.oles ranked pavidson
Men's team strugg~s.in openingAtlanttc 10 games

BY MATT MILLER
Sports Editor
· The men's soccer team <;!Xperienced some ups and"downs during
the past two weeks, as they upended
ra~ked Davidson, but then dropped
their first three A-10 matches of the
season.

XAVIER 4, DAVIDSON 1
The Musketeers registered their
second victory over a ranked opponent on Sept: 2S at Corcoran Field.
XtJ gotoff to a great start as senior forward Logan Wallace scored
a hat trick within the game's first 30
minutes.
Wallace's first goal of the season
came in the I i th minute off a corner kick from senior Rob Bakker.
Wallace then added two more goals,
both off assists from sophomore Jeff
Strunk, in the 22nd.and 28th minutes.
• Junior Scott Lagedrost added a
goal in the 37th minute off an assist
from senior Mike Kelley. This was
Lagedrost' s first game back from an
injury.
The Wildcats picked up their
only goal of the game early in. the
second half, but the Muskie defense
held them the rest of the way as

.

, Xavier finished its nonconference . several .bounces before it found the
net just inside the leff post.
season with a reco~d of-2-5-1.
The Flyers outshot XU 18-8
DAYTON 1, XAVIER 0 (OT)·
during the match; but the Muskies
In the Atlantic 10 opener for • were unable to take advantage of
both schools, the teams fought to a several scoring chances in losing .
scoreless tie throughout regulation theirfirstconference match:
·
· at Dayton's Baujan Field on Sept.
.GEO. WASH. 3, XAVIER 2
30.
The.men's team fell to 0-2in
Then; in.the lOlst minute UD's
Sunday lsename chipped a shot the conference after losing to GW .
overXUgoalkeeper Brian Schaeper last Friday in the rain and mud of · ·
· on a breakaway and the balltook · Corcoran Field. ·
Senio~ Dai1Limburg started the
scoring with· the first goal of his
career off an assist from classmate
Mike Kelley. Limburg's blast went ·
in after bouncing off the back of a
GW defender.
The Colonials responded four
minutes later off a penalty kick and
'another· goal within 30 seconds of
each other.
Early in the second half the
Mus_keteers were able to tie the
score as seniors.Sam Fiore and Rob
· Bakker hooked up on the tying
·goal. Fiore played Bakker's corner kick into the net for his first
goal Of the Season.
NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY JACKSON GOODNIGHT
Unf~rtunately, GV.: struck b~k . ·Senior forward Logan Wallace scored a hat trick during the
th~ee_mmutes late~. with the ga~e- . Muskies' 4-1 victory over Davidson. The team was unable to
wmm?g goal, sendi?g the Muskies build upon this big win, though, as they subsequently dropped
to thetr second straight loss.
their first three conference games.
XU was able to' outshoot the
·
In the second half, they exerted On Friday, the Musketeers will face
Colonials, 14-12, including 7-2 on
corner kicks, but they allowed GW their dominance over the Muskies, La Salle, and then travel to
to escape with the win. The outshooting them 16-8 in the sec- Fordham University on Sunday to
.Muskies' A-10 record stands at 0- ond half.
take on the winless Rams.
2..
'7
UR picked up an insurance goal
The Muskies will return home
-.
.
. ..
in the 70th minute as the Muskies the following weekend as they will
RICHMOND 2, XAVIER 0
were shutout for the sixth time;! this play against Duquesne· and St.
In the first ever meeting between season.
Bonaventure· on Friday and Sunthe two schools, Richmond imThe second haif was extremely day, respectively.
proved to 3-0 in their first season physical as Bakker and freshman
in theA-10.
Tiest Sondaal both picked up yelXU fell to 2-8-1 overall, while low cards,
their A-10 re~ord is now 0-3.
·
The Spiders scored their first
UP NEXT
goal in the 26th minute off a
The men's team travels to Philaheader. They outshot Xavier 5-3 delphia and .New York this weekin the first half.
end to battle a pair of A-10 foes.
·-~

'

-~-

Flag Football

Softball

Wednesday, Oct. 1o

. Tuesday, Oct. 16
5 p~m. The Fighters. vs. Juicio 5 p.m. No Glove, No Love vs.
Team· Anthony
5 p.m. Exhibit X vs. The
Championship
Beasts
6 p.m. Sluggos vs. i:Bo
· 6 p.m Beirut Cappers v.s.
D.A. Pit
.
6 p.m. UTEP vs. Team Furey

·Soccer.

Thursday, Oct 11
5 p.m. Strang~ Brew vs; We
Love Novak
5 p.m. Keggers vs. Ten 2 ·
One
6 p.in. Top Gun.vs.
Porkop<?los

Sunday, Oct. 14 . ·
3 p.m. Pride of• Porkopolis vs.
Team Kloss
4 p.m. Los Borrachos vs.
Xunited

Floor Hockey
Registration is now open
until Oct. 23 at 7 p.m.
All equipment will be
provided for you. The
captain's meeting will be.
Oct. 25 at 9 p.m.
,

2-Ball and 3".'point
shooting contests
Preliminaries will be held on
Wed.nesday, ·Oct; 17 from 8~
lo p.m. ·at the osc.
Shootaround will begin at
7:30 p.m.

All flag football and soccer games will be played at the new intramural fields. Softball games
will be played at Sherman Fields at the corner of Sherman Avenue and Victory Parkway.
Participants are asked to arrive at the intramural field .15 minutes before the start of their
scheduled contest with their All Cards. If you have any questions, call the Recreational
S orts office at 745-2856.

.

,"•'1' r
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Quinn notches lOOth victory
,Giesting siSters lead the way for Musketeers in. two victories
.BY SEAN O'BRIEN
Am. Sports.Editor

scored her. first goal of the season. next ~wo goals. In the 63rd minute,
Giesting took a pass from senior
A~ the 39:22 mark, freshman forw~rd Lauren Giesting scored what ·Lauren Garber and scored from the
would be th~ game winning goal right side of the net to tie the score
off an assist from freshman forward at 3-3.
Melissa Clavier. Xavier took a 2~ 1
The game went into overtime
.lead into halftime arid never looked when Giesting finished off her hat
trick. Giesting wove her way
back ..
Nicole Gies ting finished off the through the GW defense and scored
Bulldogs in the 59th minute when the game winner l l minutes into
she scored off an assist from sopho- the sudden-death overtime period.
· The win improved Xa:vier's
. more midfielder Lindsay Yonadi:
The 3-1 victory was Quinn's record to 3-5 (1-1).
1OOth as head coach at Xavier. In
•A-:lO:WOMEN~S SOCCER
his eight years at the helm, he has
S"t:ANDh~Cis
posted a 100-63-9 record.
. The win improved Xavier's
· record to 2-5.

The women's soccer team went
2-2 the past week and fell to 3-6
overall for the season. All four
games were played on the road and ·
the Musketeers· ended up on the
losing side of another one goal decision. Xavier played well in all
four games including their 4-0 loss
to Richmond this past Sunday. ·
The Musketeers have played
well enough to win almost all their
games. Four of their six losses have
been by one goal. With only con~
ference games remaining, the Musketeers will have to continue to .
play solid soccer and consistently
score goals to improve upon their
10 record
and defend
1-2 Atlantic
.
.
their conference title.
I

. ··. ·

.

EVANSVILLE 2, XAVIER_ l
The Musketeers traveled· to
Evansvllle, Ind. on Sept. 28 to do
battle with the Purple Aces~ ·. · ·
Evansville sc.ored early in the
first half to take a 1-0 lead. Freshman Tami Callison scored on a
header off a cross from the right side
from about five yards out at the
14: 11 mark. The Purple Aces took
their 1-0 lead into halftime.
Just 11 minutes into the second
half, Callison struck again. This
time she took a cross from the left
side and drilled it past Xavier
keeper junior Megan Veith from 12
yards out to give Evansville a 2-0
lead.·
·
Xavier senior Megan Hosty
scored the Musketeers lone goal
when she capitalized on a penalty
kick in the 85th minute. Trailing
2-1 with less than five minutes to
go, the Musketeers couldn't come
up with the game-tying goal.
The loss dropped Xavier's
record to 1-5.

NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY DEVIN MATHIS

Lauren Giesting's hat trick against George Washington earned
the freshman her second consecutive A-1 O Rookie-of-the-Week
award. Her final goal against GW was the game winner, and
marked her third goal of that kind this season. c
' ·
XAVIER 3, BUTLER 1
knocked off the Bulldogs by a score
Xavier played at Butler on Sept. of 3-1. The sisters played a role in
30 in their final non-conference all three of the Musketeers' goals.
Butler scored iri the.26th minute
game of the year. The Musketeers
were in search of their second win to take an early 1-0 lead but that
of the season and head coach Ron wouldn't last long. Three minutes
Quinn's lOOth career victory at later, a pair of sophomores teamed
Xavier.
up to tie the game at 1-1 when forThanks in large part to Nicole . ward Tracy Veith took a pass from
and Lauren Giesting, Xavier midfielder Nicole Giesting and

XU 4, Ci. WASHINGTON 3 {OT)
The Musketeers traveled to
George Washington this past weekend looking to even out their A-10
record to 1-1.
Xavier and GW played .a hard
fought and very evenly matched
game that took an overtime period
to decide the winner.
GW struck first when sophomore Kim Warner scored at the 13th
minute mark on a shot from the left
wing. The Colonials lead lasted
all of 18 seconds when Lauren
Giesting tallied the first of her three
RICHMOND 4, XAVIER 0
goal~ on the day ..
This past Sunday, Xavier played
GW took the lead again· at the in Richmond, Va. wrapping up their·
21st minute mark when senior Erin four-game road trip...
co·ppedge ·s:co~ech1· ·gaaC .fo.. t'lle
.. fhe .Musketeers came up short
33rdminute Clavier stepped up and in their fourth consecutive game on
scored from ·23 yards out to tie the the road. The Richmond Spiders
score 2-2. The teams went into half- dealt Xavier a 4-0 loss, their fifth
time tied 2-2.
shutout loss on the season.
Xavier and Richmond played a
GW took a 3-2 l~ad just a little
over a minute into the second half very even first half. The Spiders
when freshman Melissa Cracker took a 1-0 lea~ into halftime. The
scored off of a rebound of her own · second half was a different story as
missed shot.
Ric.hmond scored three goals, all
. Lauren Giesting then took' over on breakaway situations, four difthe game as she scored Xavier.'s Jerent Spiders scored goals in the
shutoutc victory.
·
The 4-0 score doesn'tjustify the
closeness of this game. Richmond
had 17 shots i:in goal compared to
Xavier's 13. Veith registered 13
saves· for the Musketeers but it
wasn't enough.
The Musketeers record dropped
to 3-6 overall and 1-2 in conference play.
CilESTING HONORED
Laureri Giesting was named the
A-10 Rookie-of-the-Week. It was
the second consecutive week that
sh~ has earned the award.
She registered a hat trick against
GW, including her game-winner
that gave Xavier their firstA-iO victory on the season.
Giesting leads the team in goals
(5) and points (10). Three of her
five goals have been game-winners,
which would make her responsible
for all three of Xavier's wins this
season.
UP NEXT
The Musketeers will play two
games at· home this weekend at
_Corcoran Field. On Friday they
. play LaSalle at 7 p.m. and Sunday
they will take on Fordham at I p.m.
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Volleyball starting. to hit their stride
Recent run has propelled XU towards the top of A-10
standings
.
.

BY ANDREW BROWN
Sports Writer

The volleyball team js coming
off a successful two week period in
which they improved their record
to 12-.2, including 5-2 in A-10
match-ups: XU decisively beat
UMass in a three-game set before
losing to Rhode Island in a tightly
contested battle. The Musketeers
were able to recover well as they
went on to defeat Duquesne, Temple
and LaSalle at home to increase
·their consecutive home win streak
to 13. They also defeated Wright
State last night.

from Hampton, host Rhode Island
(6-7, 3-1) overcame a first game
deficit to defeat Xavier in four
games. Hampton hit .306 on the
night and also recorded 16 digs and
three oftheMuskteers' nine service
aces.
After winning the first game 30- ·
.
27, Xavier lost the next three because of poor serving. The visitors
helpe~ out Rhode Island with 15
service errors while the Rams recorded 13 service aces.
Lang an.d Bachus each had
doubl~-doubles for the Musketeers .
in a losing effort. Lang had 12 kills,
I 0 digs and six total blocks while
Bachus added 10 kills and 14 digs.
The Xavier offense hit 61 kills
. to Rhode Island's 57, in part because of the quarterbacking of Mar- .
tin who handed out a match-high
· 51 assists. ·
Junior Katey Wygant led the defense for Xavier with a career-high
nine block assists.

.

·XU had two other players reach
double digit kills as. Hampton and
Wygant hit 15 and 11 kills, respectively. Hampton also had 13 digs, a
statistic that was matched by Lang.
Martin added a season-high 66
assists while in charge of an offense
that outhit Duquesne .(8-4, 2~2) by
a count of .346 to .149. ·
XU was particularly impressive
in the first game as they hit an incredible .630 compared to the
Dukes' .033. The Musketeers were
able to fight off a few Duquesne
rallies with some good defense as
they blocked seven opponent attacks.
Wygant, the number one blocker
in the A-10, had a m·atch-high six·
blocks and is now stopping opponents at the rate of 1.10 blocks per
game .

XU DEF UMASS
30-24, 30-14~ 30-28
Xavier used strong offensive
nights from. three different starters
. and a second game rout to beat host
XU DEF TEMPLE
Massachusetts in three straight
NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY BRIAN ANGOLIA
30-27,
30-25, 27-30, 30-23
games. Seniors Amanda Lang and
Senior
Sara
Bachus
has
led
the
Muskies
during
the past two
The two teams that tied for secSara Bachus as well as sophomore
in
which
they
won
five
of
their
six
matches.
weeks
ond place in the A-10 last. season
Kimberly Cockerel .hit over .400
are on a collision course again this
XU
DEF
DUQUESNE
and the Musketeers outhit the
year. This time, XU got the best of from 2000 A-10 Rookie-of-the- players with_ 15 kills and contrib3iJ-19,
30-26,
27-30,
30-22
Minut~women (7-4, 1-2) by a perTemple
3-1, ·but all four games were Year, Yamit Haba.
Bachus
had
a
career-high
28
kills
uted six digs for the Musketeers.
centage of .296 to .143.
fought
closely.
while
hitting
.543
as
Xavier
deHampton
had 11 kills and I 0 digs.
Lang led both teams with a .455
took
control
of
the
match
XU
XU
DEF
LASALLE
feated
Duquesne
three
games
to
Martin
had a match-high 41 ashitting percentage and was one of
early
winning
the
first
two
games
30-17,
30-23,
30-28
one.
sists
and
also helped Xavier
four Musketeers to record 12 kills.
Xavier
withstood
a
third
game
Owls
despite
being
outhit
by
the
Bachus,
the
Atlantic
10
leader
outblock
La
Salle 10 to five with
She also had a match-high 15 digs.
scare
froin
La
Salle
to
win
its
13th
.256
to
.167
in
the
second
game.
in
kills
and
hitting
percentage,
exthree
block
assists of her own.
The other Musketeers with 12 kills
After
losing
the
third
game,
30consecutive
match
at
home,
3-0.
.
Wygant
led
all
players with two
tended
her
lead
as
the
best
hitter
in
were Bachus, Cockerel and senior
27,
and
being
out-hit
.349
to
.163,
The
Musketeers
now
hold
an
solo
blocks
and
four
block assists.
school
history,
now
with
a
.331
hit-.
Jill Hampton. Hampton also added
18-1
record
in
the
Cintas
Center
the
Musketeers
pounded
Temple
in
ting.
percentage.
She
also
had
11
10 digs as o~e of the catalysts to a
.digs for her eighth double-double · _the final game by a margin of .368 over the past two seasons. Xavier
XU DEF WRIGHT ST.
strong defensive performance.
controlled
the
match
early,
30-20,
30-21, 28-30, 30-19
to
.179.
of
the
season.
Key to the offensive production
outhitting
the
Explorers
(6~ 11, 0Late
Tuesday
ntght, tlie team
led
Xavier's
offenBachus
again
of the team was freshman setter
·knocked
off
the
Red
Raiders in
.l
38
after
the
first
two
7)
.420
to
just
40
sive
attack
with
24
kills
on
Molly Martin who dished out 46
att{!mpts
(.475
hitting
percentage).
Dayton
.
.
games.
assists and a match-high four serWith these.kills, Bachus moved into
However, La Salle rebounded .in
· XU was led by a career highs of
vice aces.
the
third
game,
taking
an
early
9-1
23
digs from Lang and 14 kills from
sixth
place
all-time
on
:Xavier's
caDiscounting a. dominating ·secC.ookerel.
·
·1ead
before
Musketeer
senior
Anna
reer
kills
list.
She
also
added
1
t
digs
ond garrie by.the Musketeers, XU
Yasuhara
caught
fire
from
behind
Theteam's
overall
record sta.nds
:
.and
two
bl9ck
assists.
was co'nsistently fighting off
·
The
Musketeers
also
benefitted
at
12-2~
the
ser.vice
line.
Minutewomen tlireats that keptXU
Xavier scored four straight
from another strong performance by .
focused until the end.
points
while Yasuhara was serving
assis~s
and
Martin,
who
recorded
59
With the win, XU has now beaten
three
totai
blocks,
as
well
as
17
and
as
they
went from trailing 10-13 to
UMass seven consecutive.times.
13 kills, respectively, by Lang and a 14-13 lead. She finished with a
match-high 12 digs and three serWygant.
URI DEF XU
Temple (10~2, 4-2) was paced by vice aces.
27-30, 30-19, 30-28, 32-30
a team-high. 24 kills and 14 digs · On the night, Bachus led all
Despite a career-high 22 kills
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MANRESA:
XAVIER'S ORIENTATION PROGRAM

... is seeking extrl1orott~l1Yt), er9a11izad and·
~nthu~i~~tie -sfudents to apply for ...

MANRESA CORE 2002!!

,

Appl iccttions now ctvctilctble for:
· CoordinC!toi- Positions Include:
.

• New Stu~ent Progrcim
• St;:i.ff
• · P;:irent/F;:imily

•,

• Spiritu;:il Activities
• Tr;:iining
• Public;:itions/Assessment ·
.

.

Pick up youi- C!pplic'ltion C!t the
Center foi- CC!i-eei- C!nd Le'ldei-~hip Development
(O'Connor Sporl:s Centet) or

www.xu.edu/ot"ient'ltion/ot.html
I

Cct 11 Jen Weed @ 745_;4897
with ctny questions.

I
!

!

Group Lectder & Stctff Member Appliccttions Avctilctble -

I

j

Jctnuctry 2002

'

i

.

I

.

De'ldline foi- Applic'ltidns is 5:00.pm, Wednesdqy, Oct. 31, 2001

I
i

I
i
I

I

I

.A Bright Future Is Smobe Free

Call the
XU Tobru..."CO Risk Reduction Program
. at 745-.~599
for information about smoking or bow to quit

week of OCTOBER 10, 2001
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.·IMMEDIATE
-ENLIGH'f'EN.MENT
INNER PEACE & HAPPINESS
Through Qmrn Yin l\'leditation

., "

shot1lu work to provide for others as well as for
ourselves.

-·"Otir path.is not a religion~ l do not convert
anyone' to Catholicism, or Buddhism, or any
''I simply offer yqu a ''"ay •:• lo know

yourselt~

•!• to find (mt where you come from,
•!• to remcmb.cr your mission here lln
earth,
•:• to discover the secrets of the

universe,
.

Supreme Master Ching
Hai
Supreme Master Ching Hai's lectures
.and initiation into the Quan Yin Method
of Meditation arc offered with love, free
of charge.

•!• to understand why there is so much.
nuscry,
•!• And to see

fashion designer. Proceeds from her
artistic creations are used to support her
international humanitarian uid. She is a
living example of her belief that we·
'

'

--:------•""••·"'"'
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VIDEO PRESENTATION:
The Key to Sclf-Realizatio~i.
-A Unique Ancient Meditation
·Technique Helping You to
Rediscover the Almighty Power
\Vithin.· -L ••.,----··

FREE ADIVIlSSION AND
CClMPLIJ\1ENT ARY
VEGETARIAN MEAL!.
\.Vhcn: l :00-5:00pm Sunday,

October 2 I st 200 I

what awaits us after

death.'•

Master Ching · Hai is not only an
enlightened teacher. but she is also a
gifted artist. poetess, composer, and

Meditation Seminar

Experience The Truth Within
other 'ism'.

'rhe ·Teachings of

~

for more information about the Supreme Master
Ching 'Hai and Her teachings, visit our web site:
bttp:flww\v.God~directconlact.com ·

To register for,scminur, please call:
513-381-4554
Or e-mail: veggieseminar@yaboo.com

\Vhere:
.UC Raymond Walters College

Muntz Hall
Room 165
9555 Plainfield Rd.
Blue Ash, OH

"After
. britiatio11 .vou wlll know trulv.
the meaning of this gre.al blessing
which God has bestowed upo" me,:
and has gh e11 me the 1·ight to .
distribute free of cha,.gc and witll
much love;"
Supreme Ma.,·t~r Chi11g Hai
1
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BRIE_FS
>Brian Faust. Editor
>Diversions Desk: 745-2878

>xucfivers@hotmailoom

CCM

T H E A T E R

German dinner

History of Bowling

E W.

ENSEMBLE'S PRODUCTION OF ''LOVE CHILD" COULDN'T HAVE COME AT A MORE PERFECT TIME
BY JAY KALAGAYAN
Co11tributing Writer

shine. The majority of women are
from the School for Creative and
PerforiningArts. The w9men seem
to have a ·nice rapport with each
other, making a huge difference in
dialogue. "Love Child" is a real
boost for local talent and opportu- ·
nity with the regional theaters. .
The set. The Ensemble put to- .
gether a multi-faceted set for"'Love
Child." The design fit the space perfectly framing a community center
room complete with
'70s deco.
Graffiti,
cracked concrete and cat~
walks border
this great set.
TheBad ·
One-liners. While the
majority
range from
amusing to hilarious, the play de..
PHOTO COURTESY OF ENSEMBLE THEATRE OF CINCINNATI
. pends a shade too much on the one_liners. Dialogue is sometimes tele- The stars of Ensemble's latest feature "Love Child:' .
. graphed ahead.
Flashbacks. A few of the flash- teraction between the lead women. as well. What else can you ask for
in one evening? Hopefully, several
The Buzz
backs were a tad clumsy in diaother
theaters will take the ·
"Love
Child"
is
a
contemporary
.
logue and blocking. The setup for
Ensemble's
lead and produce more
play
worth
seeing.
It
is
amusing
and
many of the flashbacks were also
cultural
work.
witty,
yet
provokes
some
thought
telegraphed and disrupted good in-
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'Word' without suspense, thrill
DON'T LET THE PREVIEWS MISLEAD YOU, THIS "THRILLER" IS UNUSUALLY BLAND

The Know Theatre Tribe presents "The History ofBowling" Oct.
bursting with suspense. But, as we
BY MIKE KOHLBECKER
11-13, 19-20 and 26-27 at 8 p.m.
·all know, previews can often be
Diversions Editor
Written by Mik~ Ervin and di"I'll never tell." Sound familiar? deceiving.
rect~d by Xavier alum Jay
Dr. Nathan Conrad (Douglas) is
It should. This tagline from the
Kalagayan, this comedy centers on Michael Douglas suspense thriller a psychologist and family man who
a 30-something quadriplegic going . "Don't Say a Word" has become a is at the top of his game. One night,
to college.
he ·gets an emerpop-culture
Tickets are $10 general admis- favorite; progency page from
sion at all shows, with a "pay what viding
a collegue begyou can" show on Oct. 11 at 8 p.m. reoccuring
gi ilg his assisFor questions or reservations, joke fodder
tance with a mencall 871-1429.
tal
·patient.
for late night
Conrad complies.
talk shows
'Fhe patient, a
and such.
teenage
girl
This line
named Elisabeth
belongs to
Burrows
Brittany
(Murphy), is visMurphey as
The Off-Center/On-Stage Series she is conibly disturbed
began Oct. 3 with "Love Child" at torting on
and
vaguely
the Ensemble Theatre of Cincin- her bed in a mental hospital. From mentioning something about infornati. ,
the previews, every one of whjch mation she'll never reveal. WithDirected by Monica Williams, features this scene, one would think out progress, Conrad calls it a night
"Love Child" begins at 8 p.m. . that "Don't Say a Word" is a stylis-· and returns to his loving family.
Wednesday through Friday, 5 p.m. tically dark and forboding film
The next morning, he discovers
and 9 p.m. Saturday, and 2 p.m.
Sundays through Oct. 14.
Tickets are $10 and are available by calling the ETC Box Office at 421-3555.

'Love Child'

~·

R E V

Cultural theater in motion

The Story
Four teenage African-American
mothers, ShaWanda, DaWanda,
TaWanda and LaWanda- with super hair creations, tacky dress ai:id
mega-length glowin the dark fingernails - reluctantly enroJI in
parenting skills classes and guidance. They get a lesson in life from
the older women
who devote their
time to the class.
The.Good
The play. In
Cincinnati, a
story focusing
on modern African-Americans
could never be as
timely. "Love
Child" is a great
play
about
The Xavier University Opera. women of variWorkshop is holding fundraising ous ages living
dinners Oct. 19 and 20.at 7:30 p.m. in an urban life.
in the Long Recital Hall of the L.uther Goin's play is witty, fastEdgecliff building.
paced and gives a spotlight to a
Dinner includes authentic Ger- world kept in the dark from the evman dishes with soup, salad, veal, eryday world.
The actors. The four lead
chicken, dumplings, pasta, bread
' and beverages. Beer and wine will women, Shawanda (TyAnna
be served to those with adult tick- Rolley), DaWanda (Raven A.
Curry), TaWanda (Jessica Hickland)
ets only.
Tickets are $30 for adults and and LaWanda (Crystal Johnson) all
$15 for students. For more information, call 745-3959 ..

The University· of Cincinnati
College-Conservatory of Music
announces the opening of the
2001-02 season today in Corbett
Auditorium at 8 p.m.
The Philharmonia Orchestra
will present its first concert with
works thematically centered upon
the antithesis concept of hero vs.
ani-hero. Works by Mozart, Strauss
- ·. · and Beethoven will be featured.
This performance is free and
open to the public. Parking is available in the CCM garage at the base
of Corry Boulevard off of Jefferson
Avenue. For more information, call ·
the bo~ office at 556-4183.

THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

his daughter has been kidnapped. from the performances in the film.
The kidnappers demand that in or- Michael Douglas' character is nothder to get his daughter back, ing extr!lordinary, and even uninConrad must extract the prized in- tentionally comical when he takes
formation from Elisabeth; the in- control of the kidnappers and tells
them "his rules."
formation that she'll ~·never tell~"
In addition, there is nothing inWhen all is said and done,
"Don't Say a Word" ends up being tri'guing about_ Murphy's perforjust a bland kidnapping suspense mance as Elisabeth (don't be fooled
thriller. A predictable ending seems by the previews). An attempt is
inevitable in these films, but it's the made to develop empathy for her
ride that saps this movie from hav- · and her "situation." Bad news ,ing any real entertainment value. . her function in the script was a menAfter a somewhat exciting open- tal patient with a dark secret, but
ing scene, the film's momentum developing her ch_aracter only degrinds to a halt, lacking even a shred mystifies her.
The bland acting is. all across
of suspense. The pace picks up
slowly with a series of anti-climac- the board here, this combined with
tic build-ups. Still, no suspense. the anti-climactic plot makes for a
Audiences eventually find out less-than-stellar film.
Pass on this one, you'll be a more
what Elisabeth will "never tell," but
this is after the film has dragged lively person for it.
them along for an hour and a half.
Long enough not to care anymore .
The disinterest comes largely

New Releases

Live Wires·
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The following discs are due for release on or before Oct. 9 ...
Alice Cooper, Dragon Town (Spitfire) ... Five for Fighting, America
Town (Colu.mbia) ... Jesus Jones, London (Koch) ... Kottonmouth Kings,
Hidden Stash//: The Kream ofthe Crop (Capitol) ... Lit, Atomic (RCA) ...
Dave Matthews Band, Live in Chicago 12119198 (RCA) ... Shaquille
O'Neal, Presents His Superfriends, Vol. 1 (Trauma) ... Sloan, Pretty Together (Never) ... Jonathan Richman, Her Mystery Not of High Heels
and Eyeshadow (Reprise)
... all dates are tentative.

Wednesday, Oct. 10
Sugar Ray
@ Jefferson Hall

~·· il,;I JI 1:01; ~·•lt'ft

. Saturday, Oct. 13
Lifehouse
w/ Michelle Branch
@Bogart's

Friday, Oct. 12

Tuesday, Oct. .J6

Misfits
@Bogart's

Dropkick Murphys
w/ Sick of It All
@Bogart's
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'Zoolander' redefines terrible
SINCE WHEN DOES SEN . STILLER HAVE THE
LOOKS
: .
. . TO PLAY A SUPERMODEL? COME . ON PEOPLE, THAT'S JUST· NOT REALISTIC.
'

prl~e minister of Indonesia, who · thinking, "Oh gee, he misContributing. Writer
recently raised minimum wage and · pronounced another word"
Who cquldforget the smash hit, tightened child labor laws in his or "Look; Derrick didn't uncountry. Obviously, the fashion derstand what someone else
~'Pret-A-Porter (Ready to Wear)," the,
hilarious glimpse into the world of world is threatened because now it was saying." We get it, he's
fashion and the female super- is no longer cheap to make its over- ' stupid. Can we move on to
·
something else?
model? It was full of celebrity cam- priced, impractical outfits.
·
But
fear
not
because
Derrick
has
"Zoolander"
even
had
a
eos ... lots of n~al designers were in
in
the
form
of
a
roving
reporter
of
cool
celebrity
camheip
range
it, too ... dqn'tyou remember ... it
wasn't thatlong ago. OK, nobody (Christine Taylor) who is deter- eos including David Bowie
remembers it -:- cause it sucked·. mined to get to the bottom of the '(actually a very awesome
addition), .Fred Durst, Billy
Andwhat norrrial persori can really . plot and save the day.
Lefs just cut to the ctiase. This Zane, Lil' Kim, Natalie
relate to the distant world of arunway model? YouthinkHollywooc.l movie was awful. It was supP,osed · Portman, . and Cuba
would get a clue and keep these .to be a comedy. llaughed one time Gooding Jr., among many
· horrible peopfe out of our lives as through the entire movie. Comedy others. But for t~e most.
much .as pos- ·
equals funny · part, these cameos seemed
equals haha gratuitous and forced, as if
sible. Then they
PHOTO COURTESY OF PARAMOUNT
·equals leave the viewer would think,
bring
us
(
.· "Zoolander,"
DerekZoolander
(Ben
Stiller)
being
chased
by
adoring.
school
girts.
theater happy. . "Gee,· all these famous
"Zoolander" people, it must be good.'~
the 'big screen
equals
not But do not be fooled, good Citizen; . stre.ss the word few) and the he belonged. Two minutes of Deradaptation of a
funny
equals·
beaucoup de celebrities does not a soundtrack was very lighthearted rick Zoolander, I think we could
character cre·. uncomfort~ good film make. I mean, did you and fun. Who doesn't like handle, maybe even enjoy, but 90
ated for the VH 1
Fashion Awards ..
abl.e silence see "Mars Attacks"? Even Will . "Wham!" and "Frankie Goes to minutes, please, give us a break.
This isn't even a potential rental.·
· from audience Farrell was letdown. And he . Hollywood" - "Relax," anyone?
From first
So,
OK,
I
·
This
is an 1-doh't-have-cable-sodon't
see
.audience
equals
long
·
looked so promising with his weird
glance and premembers
lining
up
to
take
shots
of
I'm-gonna-watch-the-Sundayviews, it doesn't
wait until the . hair and outfit and that freaky
credits.
poodle that he carried around. poison Kool-Aid halfway into the night-movie-rather-than-the-Coun~
.seem like that
Mµch
·
of.
Willy, Willy, what happened? How film or anythi.ng, but I do think ul- try~Music-Awards-"20/20" -or-rebad
of
a
. timately nothing could save this r'uns-of:"M *A *S*H" kind of
premise. International male model the movie is based on the total and did you go from SNL to this?
movie. Even then, I may pick
Just to be nice, the movie wasn't movie.
Derrick Zoolander (Ben·Stiller), .a utter stupidity of Stiller's characThis character should have "M*A*S*H."
total moron, is brain-washed by . ter, but that gets old _very quickly. all bad, there were a few moments
fashion moguls into killing the It leaves the viewer constantly .that might provoke a chuckle (I stayed on the small screen where
BY JULIE SMALLWOOD

..

t ' ...

a

playing all instruments himself
on this record.
The music itself. is incredible, poppy; rocking, reflective
and punky. Ben showcases his
lyrical talent as well on this al..bum, bringing to life many different characters throughout .
the disc. From Zac and Sara to
Fred Jones to even Folds' son
;md wife, his strong yet selfconscious voice breathes vitalBen Folds
ity into his subjects.
Rockin' the Suburbs
The father-son teachings of
(Sony/Epic)
"Still Fighting It" are heartbreaking with lyrics and piano
chords soaring with each measure. "Losing Lisa" tackles the
Wise guy geek rocks as - issue of suicide while the title
track of the disc pokes fun at
the sound ofperfection
the supposed haraships of
Folds' own social class. His lyrYou just can't beat this album. ics remain playful and witty yet
College frat guys to 30-something strikingly real and thoughtful.
ex~dot corrimers to mom's driving Ben even attempts the often
their kids to day care should be daunting love song in "The
rocking this album loud and clear Luckiest," a track about his wife
for years to come.
.that is unabashedly honest and
His first album since the disso- sweet.
lution of his former group (Ben
Rockin' the Sub.urbs proves
Folds Five), Rockin' the Suburbs without a doubt that the piano
shows remarkable growth and is the most powerful and versastrength in Folds' ability. While tile instrument out there. From
many a fan were saddened by the catchy. radio-friendly hits to
untimely and somewhat confus- sweet ballads; Folds remains
ing break-up of the group, they true to his fans with his patshould definitely not be disap- ented sound. Even though his
pointed in what I would consider old bandmates are gorie, the
his best work ·to date;
spirit of Ben Folds Five is alive
Enlisting the help of a slic)<, and rockin', in its purest and
· computer-savvy producer, Folds leanest form yet.
worked and reworked the album
· - Brian Faust,
down to its bare essentials ... and
Diversions Editor
this shines to his listeners. Long
gone are the fuzzy rock chords arid
raw percussion sounds of his
former bandmates. Folds strips his
sound down to the bear essenilals,

~·
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1. Namesake
6. Bavarian automobile
9. Pauses
14. Language peculiarity
15. Fields movie
16. Extrude
17. Thanksgiving pie flavor
37
·18. _·_and vinegar ·
19. Prefix for graph
40
20. Irate, and rightfully sol
22. Large-mouthed fish ·
23. Muck and mire
·24. Arab ruler.•·
26. Leviltown house ·
30. TV program "The _ _"
34. Flower-Arranging Material
35. Author
Jong
'57
36.Bon
37. A British fort in Western PA
60
38. Appendages of neurons
39. Hyperbolic tangent
63
40.Consume
41. Take off a board with holes
42. A dunked donut, e.g:
.
43. Yearly
45. Pertaining to the North wind
46. Soil additive, bone __
47. Infant's language
48. A sleeping sickness
51. Stately Spanish dance
57. Whal
should all be
58. Slang for diamonds
11. x marks this
59. Tougher
12. Camper's home
60. Not whole but__
13. Type of gin
61. Unit of electrified resistance
21. Gist
.
62. Alpha-No-No-Alph~·Tango (acronym) 25. Popul~r computers.
63. A type of law pertaining to dogs
26. Toast does this ·
64. As born
27. What workers strike tor
65. Structures of twigs
28. Poly sulfur
29. _ _ \obe
DOWN
31. Physical likeness
32. Dance in a line
1. Nickname for Marian
33. Lucy's friend at Exxon
2.God
35. What drug in school
3. Swedish singer
38. Thai King's friend
4. Places
39. Rocky pinnacle
5. Unguents (Greek)
41. Disinter
.
42. Protein source
6. Slang for women
44: Variation of #24 acro'ss
7. Popular streets
8. Heaving
45. Ladies underWear
47. Any thick liquid
9.Clone
1o. Give urgent advice
· 48. --~-retentive

we

49. A hollow cylinder of wood
50. Sports association
52. Stomach ailment
53. Another version of 38 down
54. Female religions
55. Mild oath
56. Groups of tennis games

•.\
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down. Today in EdgecliffHall from

. llam .1D3 p.m. Xavier'sbestmu. sicians will be singing and playing the blues and other tunes for
all who happen to drop by.

October 10
If there's one thing that I've .
learned in my seven year.:; at
Xavier, it's that the transitive property is totally bogus. Believe me, I
know; I had to take pre-addition/
subtraction three times. In any
case, I'll prove it to yoµ. Watch ·
and learn. I like coffee, cops like
coffee. Therefore I like cops? Nay.
Of course I have known that the
transitive property is bogus for
years by the simple equation: I like
girls ... girls like boys ... I'm a boy,
and yet girls avoid me like Jerome
Bettis avoids the Cincinnati
Bengals' defense.
Well, if you like coffee too, you
my friend are in luck. There just
. so happens to be a magical place
on campus where you ~an consume cups and. cups of quality
coffee to your hearts content.
Well, ... two places on campu~ if
you count the Cafe. But only one
of them is sponsored by Venezuela. The other iS sponsored by
private prisons. Anyway, you can
find this wonder of wonders at the
Romero Center today from 3 :30 to
4:30 p.m. for the International Coffee Hour.
Are you ever beleaguered by
the fact that Xavier University
does not possess a football team?
Well beleague no more. UTEP is
gracing our campus today to play
in the grand finale of the regular
season in flag football. Come
down to the intramural fields today at 6 p.m. to see all the flag
grabbin', bone chillin' action.

By Dan Arbeznik To place an item in

~he

calendar, call 745-3122 or mail to ML 2129.

I 1:.hid;:.~ •J!\11

years I have lived in a prison offear,
dreading that a member of my family might snack on some Tang reOctober 11
sulting in the house being torn apart
by
Orangutangs
driving
Do you remember that one
sc,:hoolbuses. Last but not least
lE6Ily' :furr:v Ekitth:lt.Saturday
there was that huge Kool-Aid inan
Night Live had a few years ago?!
who busted through walls whenYeah, that's right. Of course you
ever it got hot outside. Oh, to think
remember it. How·many funny
skits are out there by SNL? Well, . of the destruction. The horror. To
this day I keep ~ pack by my side
Saturday Night Live turns 26·
just to keep hiin away. You should
years old today. · Celebrate and
too by going to the Kool-Aid stand
"party on" while you still can.
todayon the academic mall from 11
The show's life expectancy just
a.m to 3 p.m. If they have any Tang
so happens to be directly pro. there, I may have to partake. After
portional to the time left on Chris
all, it's Destiny Day.
Kattan's and Will Ferrel's contracts.
Speaking of Ferrel, let it be
known that Kattan's soon to be
blockbuster mega-hit "Corky
Romano" comes out in theatres
today. His movie isn't the only
thing that he should be coming
out with (wink, wink, nudge,
nudge).· Speaking of Chris
Kattan, today is national Coming Out Day.
·Do you remember how the
Macho Man Randy Savage
would just burst through walls
whenever anyone would ."snap
into a slim Jim?" And how about
those guys who get sucker
punched whenever they took a
sip of Hawaiian Punch? For

FRIDAY
Ociober 12
Hey y'all. Tonight is Fall Ball.
It's at the Music Hall. So find someone who is compatible. You don't
have to driv-ive-all. ·Buses leave
Buenger Hizall at 8:45 p.m-all. Hey,
if Juvenile can do it, so canl.

Have you ever seen "Don't call
me chief' on David Letterman?
What about "name that cut of
meat?" Those games never really
worked but SAC is trying to bend
from that sad tradition by offering
to you "Name that T4ne" today at 7
p.m. in Kelley Auditorium.

l~ijil. ,: •1lSJI
October 13
· ·Don't lie to me. I kn.ow that at
ol).e time or another, we've all got-·
ten our roll on. I even got my
groove on once. Now it's about
time that we all got our laugh on.
Come to the Schmidt Hall today at
8 p.m. to get it on with the members of Multicultural Affairs as Joe
Clair hosts "Get your laugh on."
- Desperate for changes, searching for a new song, Lifehouse will
be coming; to Bogart's today for a
. concert.
It's a little known fact that alcohol can be very beneficial to you.
Did you know that?·· Well here's
why. When you consume large
quantites of alcohol, you kill brain
cells. Which brain cells? The weak
ones. The ones that have been
holding you up. A chain is only as strong as its weakest link, my
friend. So do yourself a favor.
Drink. Drink heavily. It's Train
your Brain Day.

October 14
J to the izzo. Azz to the izz a.
For. shizzle my nizzle, the Jazz Ensemble concert is about to go

Help Wanted
$$Earn Extra Money$$. We're
looking for men and women to deliver the new telephone directories
for Cincinnati Bell. We are also
looking for office clerks & loaders. Delivery starts about Oct. 19.
Work a minimum of 4 daylight
hours/day. Working your area.
Work full or part time. Get paid
within 24 hours upon successful
completion of your route. To
qualify you. must be 18. or older,
have a valid driver's license and
social security card and have an
insured vehicle. Call 1-800-979- ·
7978 between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m.
Monday thru Friday. Refer to job
#304 7-1 O.EOE.
Make money! Rapidly advancing telecommunications company
offers personal freedom for selfstarters. Be your own boss with
flexible hours. Visit my Web site
for details on the Excel Opportunity at www.excelir.com/
kevinyoung or call 859-341-9310.

Today is National Boss D.ay. It
seems appropdate that '?'e should
pay homage to the Big Boss on
· campus today: Fr. Graham. How?
Well, you can start by purchasing
one of those demonic T-shirts
with our fearless leader's mugshot
on the back. No offense to the
"Godfather" of our Campus, but
those eyes seem to bum a hole into
all that dare to glance at them.

llJESDAY
October 16
If you 're Irish, .or if you just
have good tas.te, I'm sure you've
seen "Darby 0 'Guill and the Little
People." Which has recently been
renamed "Darby O'Guill and the
Vertically Challenged" for PC reasons; ·Anyway, that doesn't matter. This next event is just like that
movie. Once again, think Leprechauns.with ass-kicking capabilities (as if you weren'tbefore.) And
when you think bad ass lepre~
chauns, think the Dropkick
Murphys. They play today at
Bogart's. Rumor has it that Sean
Connery may even make an appearance.

dry. Deck and AC $900/month
plus utilities .. Call 731-213 l.

a classified ad call Em_ily at 745-3561
Childcare help wanted.
Looking for a fun part-time job
working with children? No
nights or weekends, competitive pay, will train: Call
Courtney at 772-5888 ext. 203.
Fraternities, Sororities, ,
Clubs, Student Groups. Earn·
$1,000 - $2,000 this semester
with
_ the
easy
campusfundraiser.com threehour fundraising event. Does
not involve -credit card
applictions. Fundraising dates
are filling quickly, so call today!
Contact campusfundraisei:.com
a~ (888) 923-3238, or
www.cilmpusfundraiser.com.

Cincinnati Aquatic Club is
now hiring swim coaches. Previous coaching or swimming is required. Evening hours and week

ends. Located in Indian Hill. Call
Benson Spurling at 474-9461.
Looking for babysitter in our Mt.
.Lookout home. Four children ages:
9, 5, 3 and infant. Looking for days,
evenings and occasional Saturday
nights. Energetic, non-smoker. with
car. Call 321-6146.

Travel#1 Spring break vacations! Best
prices guaranteed! Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas & Flordia. Sell
trips, earn cash & go free. Now hiring campus reps.
1-800-234-7007.
endlesssummertours.corh.
Spring Break 2002- Travel with
STS toJamacia, Mexico or Flordia.
Promote trips on campus to earn
cash and free trips. Information/reservations 1-800-648-4849 or
www.ststravel.com.

SpringBreak2002! Cancun, Jamaica, Barbados, Bahamas,
Acapulco, Padre, Flordia & more.
FREE MEALS for a limited time.
FREE parties, drinks and exclusive
events! For details visit us at
www.sunsplachtours.com or call l800-426-7710. "IT'S A NO

. BRAINER"

*** Act Now! Guarentee the
best Spring Break prices! South
Padre, Cancun, Jamaica, Acapulco,
Flordia & Mardigras. reps
needed ... Travel free, earn $$$.
Group discounts for 6+. Call l -800838-8203/www.leisuretours.com.

For Rent
Norwood 4 bedroom on the
second floor of two-family house.
3804 Elsmere Ave. Stove and
refridgerator included. Free laun-

Apartments one to six bedroom.
945 &1015 Dana Ave. Walking distance to school. Nicely furnished,
laundry facilities, off street parking, AC, well lit, maintained and
secure buildings. Starting at $270/
student. Phone Darrel Norris at
703-3242.
St. Bernard, beautiful home. 35 bedroom. 2, 700 square feet.- Five
minutes from Xavier. Responsible
adult. Nonsmoker preferred.
$1,100/month. 641-0178.

Miscellaneous
Bargain Box Rummage Sale
sponsored by the Junior League
of Cincinnati. Hamilton County
Fairgrounds, 77th & Vine Streets
in Carthage. Sat. Oct. 13 , 9-4;
Sun. Oct. 14, 10,2. Casual & formal clothing, children's items,
household items, furniture.

